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3bt CoNGREss, 
Ist Session. 
Rep. No. 501. 
REMOVAL OF THE WINNEBAGOES. 
SEPTEMBER 17, 1850. 
'L aid u pon the table, and ordered to be printed. 
Ho. oF R~<:PS. 
Mr. C RoWEL L, from the Cornri1ittee on Indian Affairs, made the following 
REPORT: 
The Committee ·on Indian Ajfairs, to whom was referred the resfJlution of 
the House of Rcprescntat,ves C!f the 6th May, 1850, respect,ng the 
cortt1·act made with H enry M. R .ce for the removal of the Winnebagoes 
from Iowa and W isconsin to th'eir lands in Mnnesott~, repor,t: 
That they have given to the subject referred to them all the attention 
which its importance seemed to invite and render necessary to a full · 
understanding of the facts and circumstances connected with the contract 
that the Indian Department made, with Mr. Rice. 
The House not having clothed the committee, in the resolution requiring 
the investigation, with power to send for persons and papers, a request 
was made in writing to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for a copy of 
the contract with Mr. Rice, and all the evidence in his possession relative 
to the fitness of said Rice to perform the service, and all other facts con-
nected with the contrar;t in the possession and under the control of the 
Indian Departmeut. This request was promptly complied with, and every 
facility was afforded by the Commissioner for the most thorough and 
searching investigation. The correspondence with the Commissioner, 
marked A, and the papers which he communicated to the committee, from 
No. 1 to No. 39: are hereto appended, and made part of this report. 
It may not be improper to remark here, that the facts disclosed in the 
communication from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs satisfy the com-
mittee that the necessity ·was pressing for the immediate removal of the 
Indians from Iowa and Wisconsin; and it is nothing more than simple 
ju::,tice to an upright and faithful officer to say that the measures which 
the Commissioner adopted, under the circumstances, to accomplish this 
object, were provident, humane, and effective, and meet the entire appro-
bation of the committee. And, without entering upon the discussion of 
the question of the right and power of Congress to annul a contract entered 
into by th~ executive department, upon a subject-matter clearly within its 
constitutional jurisdiction, and in fulfilment of obligations imposed by 
existing laws, it is sufficient to observe that there appears to be no reason 
for its exercise in the case under consideration. 
As the facts upon which the committee have formed their opinion are 
all embraced in the documents herewith published, it is not deemed 
necessary to recapitulate them here, or to indulge in extended remarks 
upon them. They are submitted to the consideration of the House, under 
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the firm belief and the clear conviction that its judgment will be formed 
upon them without prejudice, and will therefore be just and right. 
In the prote::-t which was presented by the Hon. H. H. Sibley, delegate 
from the Territory of Minnesota, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
exceptions were taken to the price which, by the terms of the contract, 
Mr. Rice was to receive for the removal of the Indians. The method of 
removing the indians to their new homes by the military, usually prac-
tised heretofore, has_ justly fallen into disrepL te; and the most experienced 
Indian agents, and those best acquainted with the Indian chavacter, now 
recommeqd the mode adopted in the present instance, as not only more 
humane, and much better calculated to conciliate the Indians and preserve 
friendly relations with them, but le~s expensive to the government. The 
committee, in approYing the course pursued by the Commissioner ofiudian 
Affairs in making the contract for , the removal of the Winnebagoes, are 
fully sustained by Colonel D. D. Mitchell, superintendent of lndian affairs 
at St. Louis, a gentleman of g_reat experience, and whose opinions llpon 
all subjects relating to Indian affairs. are much, and very justly, respected. 
Colonel M., in a letter to_ the Commissioner of InQ.ian Affairs, says: 
" Since that time," referring to the time of writing a former Jetter, '' l have 
seen a copy of the contract and the accompanying instructions, every part 
of which I cordially approve; and I would have done precisely the same 
thing had I been in your plac!3.'' 
But if the plan of removing the Winnebagoes adopted in this instance 
was in fact more expensive, which is by no means the case, it still ought 
to be preferred, in the judgment of the committee, to a removal by the 
military. , . 
One object-and it is a very important object~of making the contract 
with Mr. Rice to remove the Indians was_, by kind treatment, to inspire 
their minds with frierrd1y feelings towards the government of the United 
States, which has too often treated them unkindly, and presented to them 
the bayonet when it ought to have extended the calumet of peace . 
. There are some papers, presented to the committee by Mr. Rice and Mr. 
Sibley, published in an appendix to this report. 
In view of all the facts, the committee unanimously recommend the 
adoption of the followiug resolution: ' 
Resolved, '"rhat the committee be discharged from the further consider-
ation of the subject. 
'' 
· CoruMITTEE-ROOM OF INDIAN AFFAIRs, 
May 9, 1850. ~ 
SrR: The House of Representatives, on the 6th instant, adopted the 
following resolution, to wit: 
Resolved, That the Committee· on Indian Affairs be instructed to in-
quire into the facts connected with a contract made by the Indian Depart-
ment with Henry M. Rice for the removal of those Winnebago Indians 
now in the States of Wisconsin and Iowa to their own lands in Minnesota 
Territory, and what steps, if any, should be taken to annul said contract. 
At a meeting of the committee on the 7th instant, the subscribers were 
appointed a sub -committee to conduct" the investigation required by the 
resolution. You are therefore respectfully requested to furnish us with a 
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ecipy of the contract referred to, and aU written communications that you 
may have received recommending the removal of the Indians and the 
makipg of the contract with the said Rice for that purpose, and all the 
evidence in your possession in relation to the fitness of said Rice to per-
form the service, and all other facts connected with the contract in the 
possession and under the control of your department. You will also in-
form ns \Vhat nttmber of Indians are to be removed, and the estimated 
expense of their removal. 
You wiU greatly oblige u.s by giviag an answer at your earliest con-
v-enience. 
Very respectfully, 
Han. O.BRowN, _ 
DJmmissioner Qj Indian Affairs. 
I 
JOHN CROWELL, 
ROBT. W. JOHNSON. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lN'l'ERIOR, 
r 0jJT£e Indian Affairs; May 14, 1850. 
GENTLEMEN: Your communication of the 9th instant was recetved on 
the lOth, and, in answer to the inquiries and the resolution of the House 
of Representatives of the 6th contained therein, I have the honor to transmit 
to you a copy of the contract with H. M. Rice for the removal of the Winne-
bagoes, and alt written communications received at this office recom-
mending the removal of the Indians. I also transmit herewit]q a copy of 
an "official protest" filed in this office by the Han. H. H. Sibley, dele-
gate from the Territory of Minnesota, and of my reply to the same. This 
answer would have been sent to you early on Monday morning; but, the 
mail of tbat day bringing · letters from Governor Ramsey, Agent Fletcher, 
and Mr ·Rice, I thought it better to send them with this, rather than 
make them the subject of a special communication. These last lP-tters 
might have been withheld, as they arrived after the answer to your com-
munication was ready for transmission, and consequently did not come 
within your call; but, as it is my earnest desire that the committee and 
the country should be in full possession of every fact that bears on the 
transaction-as well that which is unfavorable to it as that which sustains 
it-I preferred delaying this communication for one day, in order to lay 
before yon the unfavorable opinion of the governor of Minnesota. 
In my answer to Mr. Sibley, I endeavored to show the necessity for im-
mediate action, the policy of the mode adopted, and the fitness of "Mr. 
Rice, the agent, to carry out the views of the department. The papers 
herewith submitted do, in my judgment, vindicate fully the course pur-
sued. In addition to the written evidence, I would respectfully request 
the committee to invite the Han. Georg~ W. Jones, of the United States 
Senate, to state to them his knowledge ofMr. Rice and of the ·winnebago 
Indians, and to get his views of the reasonableness of the contract in 
regard to the compensation. I would also request that, if any further 
iaformation is desired, they would hear the opinions of Captain Eastman, 
of the United States army, now in this city. I regret that Colonel Mitch-
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ell, marshal of the Territory of Minnesota, has left the city. I would 
beg leave to remark that Governor Ramsey has fallen into an error when 
he supposes that there is a conflict between the contract and my letters of 
instruction to him of the 15th and 19th ultimo. And it will also be seen 
that he has inadvertently given Mr. Rice authority beyond either the in-
structions or the contract. The letter of Mr. Rice 1 which is the 'last in 
the series of papers, wilt show that, in regard to the number ~o be re-
moved, he gives no reason to suppose that it will materially vary from the 
number contemplated by the contract. In the concluding paragraph Gf 
Governor Ramsey's letter, ·he mentions the name of one gentieman who 
would have taken the contract at $30, and that other~ would have been 
glad to have taken it at a still more reduced price. I have no doubt of 
this; but the question was not with me who would undertake this deli-
cate and important~matter-one involving the lives of our people, and the 
justice, the honor, and the humanity of our government-for the least 
price, but I desired. to obtain a man who , ould most certainly, most speed-
ily, and most 'Wisely accomplish the wishes of the department, and do 
the same at a fa,ir rate of compensation. 
My information led me to believe that Mr. Rice was precisely the man 
to do this-that there was no other who could have done it with the same 
certainty and success; and I accordingly made the contract with him. It 
was not an ordinary case of ·letting a contract to the lowest bidder-as in 
cases of mail contracts, contracts for printing, or for furnishing supplies-
but it was one requiring peculiar qualities, such as are possessed but by 
few. I estimated the number of Indians to be removed, who would fall 
under the fair construction of the contract, as ranging-between three and 
four hundred. I am still of the opinion that it will not be found to vary 
much from that estimate. If by this contract the department succeeds in 
removing these Indians, and placing them in such a comfortable position 
as will incline them to remain, the end will have been accomplished at a 
cheapm· rate, and more humanely, than if they had been hunted down 
by mounted dragoons, or driven by infantry at the muzzles of their guns. 
These explanatory remarks are considered as pertinent to the inquiries 
addressed to me by the honorable the committee, and are most respect-
fully submitted. 
Messrs. JoHN CRoWELL, 
R. "\'V. JoHNSoN, 
Committee. 
ORLANDO BROWN~ 
No.1. 
Articles of ag~ee~ent made and entered into by and between Orlando 
Brmon, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, on behalf of the United States, 
of the first part, and Henry M. Rice, of the Territory of Minnesota, of 
the second part. · · 
A portion of the tribe of Winnebago Indians having never removed to 
their country on the upper Mississippi river, in the vi~inity of the Crow-
wing river, and others . having abandoned it after removal, and sought 
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homes elsewhere, the party of the second part hereby agrees and binds 
himself to collec~ all such, wherever they may be, and to :remove them to 
their said country at the earliest practicable period during the present 
year. 
He further agrees and binds himself to furnish the Indians so to be re-
moved with ample subsistence, of a suitable and acceptable kind and qual-
ity, frorn the time they shaH be eoHected, in parties or otherwise, for re-
1noval, until after their arrival in their aforesaid country, .and, in order to 
make them comfortable on the route thereto, to supply them with the 
requisite number and quantity of tents and cooking utensils, and with a 
comfortable outfit, to consist of blankets, shoes, and other suitable and 
necessary articles of wearing apparel which they may need for their com-
fort. . 
And with the view of influencing and inducing the said Indians tore-
main contentedly in their country, the party of the second part further 
agrees an.d binds himself to plant, or to cause to be planted, for them, in a 
eareful and proper manner1 .and in some suitable pflrt or parts of their said 
-country, a full and sufficient crop of the vario·us kinds and descriptions of 
grain and vegetables usually cultivated by, and suitable for, the Indians 
in the vicinity of their aforesaid country-the quantity of land to be so 
planted to be llQt less .than one hundred acres. In the case of such of the 
.said Indians as may not arrivE': in their country in time to commence the 
eultivation of their crops when so planted, the party of the second part 
further agrees and binds himself to cultivate thr. same in a proper manner 
until after their arrival, and they ean undertake and continue the cultiva-
tion of their crops for themselves. 
In consideration of the above and foregoing, the party of the first part 
hereby promises and obligates himself to pay, or to cause to be paid, to 
the party '()f the seCQnd p<Jrt, without any unnecessary or unavoidable 
delay, the sum of seventy dollars for each and every Indian removed as 
aforesaid; which .said sum is to be considered, and is to be, in full of all 
and singular of the foregoing covenants and stipulations by the party of 
the second part, and of all other considerations and particulars whatsoever 
arising out .of., or connected with, the execution of the said covenants :.rnd 
stipulations: the said payment to be made upon muster-rolls of the In-
.dians actuaL.J.y removed as aforesaid, to be certified to as correct by the 
United States agent for the said tribe of "\Vinnebago Indians. 
And the party of the first part further agrees and promises that the land 
which is to be planted for the Indians to be removed, or so much of it as 
.may not, prior to such removal, haye been fenced and broken up and 
prepared for planting, shall be suitably fenced, and so broken up and pre-
pared, at the expense of the United States, or of the said tribe of' Winne-
bago Indians. 
It is . to be, and is, clearly understood by both of the parties to this 
agreement, that the Indians stipulated to be removed and paid for shall 
include only those who have never removed to their said country on the 
upper Mississippi river, and such as have abandoned it with no view of 
returning thereto; and that in no case is payment to be made a ·second 
time for any Indian who may be removed tD, and afterwards leave, the 
said Wiru1ebago country. 
It is further stipulated and understood by and between the parties to 
t his agreement, that, in addition to the muster~rolls to be certified to by the 
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United States agent for the Winnebagoes, the party o{ the second part 
shall, as the Indians removing Ieach St. Paul, Minnes8ta, furnish to the 
governor and ex r.fficio superintendent of Indian affairs for the Territory a 
correct list or roll of ali the said Indians that reach and pass that place-
which said list or roll is to be forwarded to the Office of Indian Affairs at 
Washington; and that, if there be on the rolls certified to by the said 
agent any. Indian or Indians not on the said list or roll,. no payment what-
ever is to be made for or on account of the same. 
Done and executed on this thirteenth day of April, in the yea:r of our 
Lord one tholliland eight hundred and fifty. 
ORLANDO BROWN, [LA s.J 
Commissioner. rif Indian A ffai7·s .. 
Witnesses: 
T. R. CRUTTENDEN 7 
J. T. CocHRANE ~ 
HENRY M. RICE, [L. s.l 
-of. MinneS()ta .. 
(-
No.2 .. 
'Hoi.rsE oF REPRE~ENTATIVEs-, 
Washington, Aprill8, 185(). 
S'm: Since the personal interview with you yesterday,. when the fact of 
a contract having been entered into between the department and Henry 
M. Rice for the removal of the Winnebagoes to their own homes in Min-
nesota Territory by the latter first became Jcnown to me, and I took' the· 
liberty to express 1ny strong objections to such a course on the part of this 
government, I have maturely weighed the subject, and hereby enter my 
official protest against the contract, and respectfully ask that it may be 
annulled, for the following reasons, to wit: 
First. It is evident that the department has been grossly deceived by 
Mr. Rice as to the number of Indians now· absent from their own lands,. 
and his ability to pe-rform what he has undertaken. The Winnebagoes. 
who remained in Iowa and Wincousin, and :refused to remove to the 
Crow-wing country provided fOr them, were vru:iousty estimated at from · 
five to eight hundred :souls. To thesf3 are. to be added some two hundred 
and fifty or three hundred who have returned from their own country in 
MinneSDta to rejoin them. From various sources worthy of c:r:edence, I 
have received information whith ]eads me to believe that full one-half 0t 
the whole tribe are now absent from the spot which the government has 
set apart for their dwelling:.. place. Consequently, when Mr. Rice induced 
the department to enter into a contract with him upon his representation 
that there were not exceeding three or foLlr hundred SDuis, wpen he knew 
that there were fully a thousand or twelve hundred, he practised a decep-
tion upon it, which fully exonerates it from any obligation to carry out the 
contract. As to Mr. Ricers ability to perform his. part of the engagement,. 
I would merely mention, as a fact, that the contract for the removal ot 
the whole tribe of Winnebagoes was confided to him .1ast year,. 'vhen he 
had much greater influence with them than he has at present, not having 
resided near them since that time i and th.e records of the department. will 
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show that jt was not only executed in a very slovenly and imperfect man-
ner, but would not, in fact, have been executed at all, but for the aid af-
forded by the volunteer companies and other troops, and of a detachment 
of eighty of the principal men among the Sioux, who were called upon 
by Captain Rastman to assist in effecting this object. Mr. Rice endeavor-
ed to shift the responsibility of the failure upon the Indian agent, General 
Fletcher, but without relieving himself from the burden. 
Sec()nrl. The amount contiacted to be paid Mr. Rice is entirely too 
much, even if the mode of thus removing fugitive Indians to their own 
lands by private contract was not liable to grave objections, which is by 
no means the case~ Seventy dollars per head for transporting Indians 
two, three, or, at the most, four hundred miles, for the greater part of the 
way by regularly-travelled routes, is at least ,three times what it should 
cost under proper management. 
The statement made to you that th·eir former removal had cost upwards 
of sixty-nine doUars per head, I do not hesitate to declare entirely incor· 
rect, although, as I before _remarked, that removal was conducted in a 
most extravagant and unmethodidal manner. '"rhere are no data in the 
possession of any officer of the government which could enable him to 
make an estimate even approximating the truth. Much of the removal 
and subsistence fun~ was expended for goods and other articles, in addi-
tion to t_he expenses incurred in traMsporting them. But, sir, should the 
servi~e proposed by the contract be performed, is it not evident that those 
of the Winnebagoes who are opposed to remaining in their own country 
will, after the receipt of their annuities, again return to their old haunts 
in the States named, and the government in a few months be necessitated 
to resort to the same method of removal, and thus, after an expenditure 
of se,renty or a hundred thousand dollars, to go over the same ground, 
with precisely the same results? 
T!tird~ There is another great objection to the proposed course which 
is worthy of careful con~ideration. It involves a most serious and un-
deserved imputation upon the character and efficiency of the officers of 
the lndian Department who are charged with the duty of attending to 
the affairs of the Winnebagoes, and, if persisted in, must result in bring-
ing upon them the contempt of the indians. It is a direct mode of im-
plying that they are unequaL to the discharge of the duties and responsi-
bilities of their several stations. Especially is this the case with respect 
to our worthy and energetic chief magistrate, Governor Ramsey, who is 
evPn now using the means at his disposal to effect the return of the vag-
abond bandr.; to their proper destination. It does not become me to an-
ticipate what will be his course, when he learns that his authority as 
superintendent of Indian affairs is wrested from him, to be conferred 
for the time upon an individual who was represented to you by the gov-
. ernor, as well as myself, as wholly irresponsible and unreliable. I may 
safely venture to assert, however, that a gentLeman of his high character 
and dignified position wiLl hardly be content to play a subordinate part 
to any private individual within h1s own superintendency-least of all, 
to a man for whom I know him to entertain no particular sentiments of 
respect. 
. If the government is determined to attempt the removal of the "rinne-
bagoes without the en.1ployment of a military force, there is no man who 
can effect more towards the accomplishment of this object than Governor 
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Ramsey himself. He is much more influential among the Indians of the 
tribe designated than .Mr. Rice. But, sir, it is my decided conviction 
that an absolute necessity exists for the exhibition of a respectable 
mounted ·force among the \iVinnebagoes, who are by far the most turbu-
lent and ill-disposed of the north·western tribes, while they are also the 
most cowardly. An energetic officer, with one hundred dragoons, in ad-
dition to the force already stationed in that quarter. would, under the di-
rection of Governor Ramsey; not only serve to overawe them, but would 
suffice to remove nine-tenths of the absentees, at less than one-fourth the 
cost propo~ed in the contract with_ Mr. Rice. Nay, sir, I firmly believe 
th~t a bonus of twenty dollars to each individual Indian, to be paid after 
their removal, would. cause the greater part to transport themselves back 
to their own country, without any additional expense to the government. 
But the facilities for returning to their old places of abode in Iowa and 
Wisconsin are so great, that only a sufficient force of mounted men will 
insure their remaining on their own lands. · · 
Finally, I take the liberty of stating my opinion that the present scheme 
of Mr. Rice is derogato~y to the dignity of the government, which should 
be able to manage a tribe of vagabond Indians without courting the sup-
port and supposed i11fiuence of auy individual in carrying out i1s de· 
signs. Why I was not con..oulted in a matter so nearly affecting the 
pe~ce and general interests' of Minnesota Territory, of whicp. I am the 
representative on this floor, I am at a loss to decide. I was present at the 
Indian Office for more than two hours on the 13th insta11t-the day on 
which the contract was signed;· and, although the subject of the removal 
of the Winnebagoes was discussed, and Governor Ramsey's official de-
spatch read to me by yourself, in the presence of Colonel Mitchell, Mr. 
Rice nlso being present in the dfiee, I did not receiYe a single intimation 
that a measure of so much importance as the contract alfuded to was 
about to be consummated, or I should ~have prote$ted against it on the 
spot. This apparent studied concealment I deem to be, on my part, a 
just subject of complaint. 
If the department, upon a reconsideration of the case as presented in 
this letter, should determine to cancel the eontract ou the grounds herein 
set forth, and which I can substantiate when necessary, Mr. Rice can be 
telegraphed in time to prevent his ineurring any expense which may give 
him a claim upon the government hereafter. By the most expeditious 
route he cannot reach Galena before Tuesday or Wednesday of next 
week, where a telegraph message would meet him. . 
. should it, on the contrary' be decided that the provisions ' of the con-
tract shall not be annulled, notwithstanding the objections presented to 
its fulfilment, it will be my duty to take such other measures as I shall 
deem expedient to arrest a scheme which, besides involving the expend-
iture of a very large sum of the public money, c~n in no case be atte~1ded 
with any ·beneficial results either to the government or to the Indians. 
I am satisfied that other persons than Mr. Rice, who I learn were active 
in urging this measure upon the department, are more or less pecuniarily 
interested in the success of his contract. 
I need not say, sir, that in the foregoing communication I intend no 
personal disrespect to yourself or other officers of the department. I will 
(' 
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he obliged to you for a reply to this communication as soon as Monday 
morning, if convenieHt. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, . 
Hon. 0RLA .... -vno BRowN, 
Comm.issio_ner Indian Affairs. 
No.3. 
H. H. SIBLEY, 
Delegate from Minnesota. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office Indian Affairs, April 25, 1850. 
Sm: Your "offi.dal protest," under date of the 18th inslant, has been 
received, and the suggestions and objections urged therein have been 
carefully considered. It is a matCer of regret th_at the contract entered 
into between myself, on the part of the government, and Henry M. Rice, 
of Minnesota, for the \removal of the Winnebago Indians to their own 
homes, meets ,v;it~l such decided oppositi0n from a gentleman occupying 
the position you do, and whose views on all su hjects are entitled to so 
much consideration. I cannot, however, but flatter my'self with the hope 
that, when you have reflected upon the motives that influenced me in 
making the contract, and the facts on which it rests for its vindication as 
a wise and urgent measure of policy, you will be inclined to give credit 
for correctness of intention, at least, and will probably acquiesce in what 
has been done. Indeed, so anxious am I for such ~ result, that I must 
beg your patience while I end~avor to show that there is much difference 
of opinion between us as to an. understanding of ~uch that seems to be 
considered by you a~ material in your protest. With regard to the decla-
ration that you 'vere not consulted, and the intimation that there was a 
studied concealment of the intention to make the contract, I will let that 
pass, with the simple remark that I can see no earthly reason why the 
department would desire to keep you, in particular, or any other person, in 
ignorance of it. In regard to your position as delegate of the Territory 
of Minnesota, it did not occur to me that that was a reason for consulting 
you about the terms of a contract whi~h intended ·to relieve Iowa and 
Wisconsin from a troublesome and dangerous population, and to remove 
the Indians hack to their own homes. I rather regarded it as an affair of 
deep interest to the people of those two States; and, having received urgent 
letters from the governor of one of them, and petitions from many re-
spectable citizens who felt thern~elves aggrieved, there did seem to be 
a.propriety in holding interviews with the seuators by whom those States 
were represented. Iowa and Wisconsin, being aggrieved, have complained 
in urgent language; Minnesota, on the other hand, having no cause of 
complaint, has made none. rrhis, I trust, will be satisfactory on that 
point. 
Your next mo~t important objection is . as to the mode adopted for the 
removal of the Winnebagoes. I have thought it alike called for by a 
re~pect to justir.e and humanity to remove them by peaceable means, and 
to avoid the miseries and expense of a possible, if not probable, outbreak 
and Indian war. You seem to think that the employment of dragoons 
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and United States troops is absolutely essential, and, moreover, that it is 
the most economical plan. In my judgment, it would not be a very easy 
thing to get such a force as you intimate, as it could. not with safety be 
drawn from other quarters; but even the force suggested by you would be 
inadequate, if the military arm was employed. The Indians are scattered 
over Iowa and Wisconsin, in different localities; and it would require at 
least three companies of dragoons-one for Iowa, and two for Wisconsin; 
and the cost for the operations of such a force would be greater than the 
amount that Mr. Rice can receive under hi~ contract. It is by no means 
certain th~t the Winnebagoes could in any reasonable time-a time corre-
sponding to the emergency of the case-be removed by the military; for 
the Indians would break and escape from them, as they did in 1848. Add 
to this the further consideration that the Winnebagoes are already dis-
satisfied, and the employment of a military force would render them still 
more so, and increase the diffi.cnlty of keeping them in their country. It 
is certain] y the policy of the country, as well as its duty, to conciliate 
them, and place them in their new homes under such circumstances as 
will have a tendency to satisfy them to remain there. Had this been 
done originally, the present difficulty would have been avoided. The In-
dians were placed in their country without the means of maintaining 
themselves, and were compelled to leave and seek subsistence by hunting. 
Had proper provision been made for them, snch as had removed would 
have remained, and the rest would have soon followed, when they knew 
their predecessors were contented and comfortable. We are epdeavoring 
to avoid a repetition of this error; and Mr. Rice is required to remove them 
comfortably, to furnish them with a full outfit of blankets, shoes, &c., 
cooking utensils and tents, ample subsistence, and to put in and culti-
vate, as far as may be necessary, a full crop for them; and, moreover, huts 
are to be erected for them, and some subsistence is to be furnished after 
their arrival. The whole measure is therefore, in its design, one of hu-
manity-such as has been too seldom practised towards the Indians-and 
is therefore justifiable on that ground alone, be the expense what it may. 
And we have besides the encouragiug example of the effect of persuasive 
measures in the recent events in Florida. 'rhe government has given to 
the Winnebagoes a G_ountry not so well suited to them as the one they 
left; it uoes not furnish as much game, is more inhospitable in climate, 
not so fertile in soil; and it is surely therduty of the government to make 
them as comfortable as circumstances will permit. With the point of the 
bayonet as the only means to prick them on. to what is, at best, with 
them, a reluctant move, we might drive, but could not reconcile them. 
The expense, therefore, even at your own estimate, ought to be jncurred, 
rather than run the hazard of more violent measures; but it is the opinion 
of this department that the result will approximate very near to the expec-
tations entertained here. My infonnatibn leads me to the conclusion that 
there will not be more than four hundred 'vho will fall within the terms 
of the contract. _1 know we differ about this, and time will show whether 
the information on which I acted was erroneous or not. I did not act 
unadvisedly in -the c0mpensation agreed on in the contract. It is very 
difficult, I know, to form an estimate of the probable cost of such a measure, 
but this was done as well as could be under the circumstances; and I 
conferred with Senator Jones and others, who expressed the opinion that 
the sum stipulated was not exorbitant. Be this as it may, the responsi-
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bility attaches to the office that makes the contract; and it does not avoid 
this responsibility. In looking at the compensation, perhaps you have not 
reflected maturely upon the present condition of the Indians. They are 
nnw greatlX" dispersed. Some are far in the interior of Iowa, others in 
·wisconsin, some as far over as in the vicinity of the Menomonie country, 
near Lake Michigan. It will require the1 employment of a number of per-
sons to aid .in collecting and conducting them; many will probably have 
to be transported in canoes, th::tt will have to be sent up different streams 
for them; and the expense of getting those far in ·the interior to the Mis-
sissippi, whence they will have to be transported in steamboats to Fort 
Snelling, will be very heavy. It is believed that, taking into consideration 
this expense, and what it will cost to su.pply and do all that Mr. Rice is 
required to do by his contract, the amount allowed him is not excessive; 
and' that, if be mP.ets with untoward difficulties, he will scarcely save him-
self from loss. 
Perhaps I might properly close here; but you object to Mr. Rice as in 
many respects unsuitable, and not able to · carry out his contract. Not 
knowing the reasons for such an opinion, other than appear in your protest, 
I beg leave to say to you that you have fallen into an error relating to Mr. 
Rice's having had a contract for the removal of the Winnebagoes last 
year. 'rhe Winnehagoes removed in 1848. lVIr. Rice offered to remove 
them by contract, but his offer was d~:clined. By the treaty of 1846, the 
Winnebagoes. were to remove themselves, and the department directed the 
removal to take place under the direction and management of the agent, 
assisted (if necessary) by the military. Th~ agent and military together 
could not successfully accomplish it without the aid of Mr. Rice, and his 
aid was sought. Captain Eastman, to whom you refer, bears testimony 
to the very valuable services of Mr. Rice on that occasion; and this officer, 
who had such ample opportunity for forming an opinion of the ca-
pacity and influence. of Mr. Rice, considers him as eminently qualified. 
Senator Jones, of lowa, by letter and in person, warmly commends him 
to the department; anu Colonel Mitchell, the marshal of Minnesota, con-
curs fully 'in their recommendations. I was, therefore; upon such repre-
sentations, warranted in contracting with him. Indeed, the impression 
maqe here by these gentlemen was, that he. was the only man whose 
iufl.uence with the Indians was such as to enable him to effect what was 
proposed. I do not know that it is necessary for me to say anything about 
the position in which Governor Ramsey may be placed. I think that the 
governor is well assured of the fact that he is held in high regard by me, 
both as an officer and as a man. He knows that the departmertt never 
has distrusted him; and, in' what has been done in this present matter, 
he will, I arp sure, readily believe that nothing disrespectful ·was intended. 
In a matter of such urgency as the one under consideration, there was 
not time for consultation with him; but he has been fully apprized of all 
that has been done, of the reasons for doing it, and of the ends to be 
effected thereby: and there · I am perfectly wining to let it rest-feeling 
satisfied that the governor will find no fault. 
I have been, perhaps, a little tedious in this answer, but I wished to let 
you see that I had not ·acted without such care and consideration as ought 
to hG~.ve proveq sati:-factory. All the letters and communications on the 
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subject in the office will be most cheerfully submitted to you for your 
perusal. The contract, whether wise or not, is a binding contract, and 
not subject to repeal, even if I desired to do so, which I do not. 
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ORLANDO BROWN, Commissioner. 
Hon .. H. H. SrBLEY. 
No.4. 
WASHJ~GTON, March 19, 1850. 
SrR: There are from two to four hundred Winnebago Indians residing 
in Wise-onsin, Iowa, and the settled parts of Minnesota. I ·propose to 
remove them to their own country the follo\ving summer, as follows, viz: 
For all that I may remove and subs~st during their removal, and deliver 
to, and take reeeipts from, their agent, I shall be paid at the rate of 
seventy-five dollars per head-payment to be made by the department as 
soon as I shall produce the agent's receipts for any number not less than 
one hundred. I believe that this will he the most expeditious and cheapest 
manner that can be pursued by the government. 
Should you entertain this proposition, it should not be made public, for 
there are many person's who would take every means in their power to 
scatter the Indians through the swamps of Wisconsin, and then it would 
be next to impossible to find them. · 
Very respectfully, your ebedient servant, 
HENRY M. RICE. 
Hon. 0. BR0WN, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
·P. S.-1 would respectfully refer you to Col~nel D. D. Mitchell, super- · 
intendent of Indian affairs, St. Louis, and Colonel A. M. Mitchell, of 
Minnesota-to whom the situation of the ·winnebagoes is well known. 
No.5. 
H. M. R. 
SENATE CHAMBER, 
Washin!fton, March 18, 1850. 
SrR: I hasten to lay before you a communication. directed to you, and 
enclosed to me, by his Excellency Ne~son Dewey, Governor of the State 
of ·wisconsin. . rrl::!is letter will apprize you, as I learn from Governor 
Dewey, of the return to ·wisconsin of a large q.mnber of the Winnebago 
tribe of Indians. The citizens of that State have suffered greatly from 
the encroachments of this tribe of Indians for some years; and I am appre-
hensive, unless the most energetic measures are taken by your depart-
ment, in conjunction with that , of the War Department, that difficulties _ 
of a serious character may ensue. [ fear that these Indians, from their 
known bad character, may commit trespasses of a kind so outrageous as 
to excite collision, if not bloods_hed. Besides the danger of loss of life 
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from immediate contact of these Indians with our eitizens, the pecuniary 
loss which the latter sustain by the lawless conduct and thieving propen-
sities of the former are of such a magnitude as in11peratively to demand the 
active interposition of the government. 
I am, sir, with high consideration, your obedient servant, 
· HENRY DODGE. 
Ron. THOMAS EwiNG, 
Secretary of the lnterior. 
No.6. 
STATE oF 'iVrscoNSIN, ExEcuTIVE DEPAR'fMENT, 
1 
Lancaster, February 20, 1850. 
SrR: It is said that several hundred Winnebago Indians have returned 
from their homes in Minnesota: Territory to their old hunting-grounds in 
this State on the waters of the Bad Axe, La Cross, and Black rivers, and 
have become a great trouble and annoyance to our citizens in that part 
of the State; and it is said that they threaten to drive the whites from the 
country, as soon as grass grows. 
Hc~rewith I send enclosed a letter, with sundry petitions to me, to the 
Secretary of the Interior, requesting his favorable action for their removal, 
and to protect our Citizens from their assaults and depredations. 
Knowing your acquaintance with the Indian character, and the interest 
you feel in the welfare of the western part of the State, I have enclosed 
the accompanying letter to the Secretary, with petitions, and request you 
to hand them to him; and I have also to request you to lend your aid 
to secure favorable action on the part of the general government to remove 
these Indians, or at least to afford ample prot~ction to our citizens from 
their depredations, and allay their fears of personal danger from these 
Indians, by placing troops in the neighborhood of their locality. 
It is believed that the number of United States troops on the upper 
Mississippi ' is inadequate to keep the Indians in proper subjection-and 
the more so, as the Winnebagoes are dissatisfied with, their northern home, 
and the Menomonies, it is expected, are soon to be removed to the same 
locality. 
Fond du Lac and the adjoining counties are also annoyed with sundry 
Indians of the Winnebago, Menomonie, and other tribes, to which fact I 
have also called the attention of the Seaetary. 
If I have not addressed the proper department for relief in the premises, 
you will please have it referred to the proper one. · 
Your early attention to this matter will render an important service to 
many of our common constituents, and oblige 
NELSON DEWEY. 
Hon. HENRY DoDGE, 
Senator in Congress from Wisconsin, Wasltington City. 
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No.7. 
STATE oF WiscoNSIN, ExEctrTIVE DEPARTMENT, 
Lancaster, Februa1'y 20, 1850. 
SIR: It is represented to this department by the petitions of sundry re-
spectable citizens of this State residing on the Mississippi and its waters 
north of the Wisco·nsin river, which are herewith transmitted, that large 
numbers of the Winnebago trihe of . Indians have left their homes in Min-
nesota Territory, descended the Mississippi, and located themselves in 
that part of this State referred to. It is also represented, and I think cor-
rectly, th'at they are a great >annoyance and trouble to the settlers in. that 
region, and have committed numerous depredations upon their property 
and persons, by driving them from their homes and firesides in some in-
stances, and stealing an'd destroying their property. It also appears that 
they have assumed quite a threatening attitude towards the whites, threat-
ening to drive and exterminate them from the country. Unless some im-
mediate measures are taken to remove them from the limits of this State, 
where {hey have no right, or at least to check their boldness, apprehen-
sions are entertained that serious difficq.lties may arise by their presence, 
and perhaps war. I have, therefore, thought proper to transm1t the ac-
companying petitions, addressed to me, to th'e Secretary of the Interior, 
who has supervision of the various Indian tribes, and bring the suhject 
officially to the notice of the general government, which has reserved io 
itself exclu~ive control over the Indian nations. I have to solicit your 
immediate attention to this matter, and request the speedy removal of these 
Indians, or at least to place a suffieient force in their vicinity to protect 
our eitizens from their intrusions and assau1ts. 
It is believed by those best acquainted w. th the northwestern Indians 
that additional military forces should be placed upon the waters of the 
upper Mississippi, to effectually protect the settlers on both sides of that 
river, and keep the Indians in proper subjection. rrhe government owes 
it to the inhabitants who have settled upon the public domain to shield 
them from lndian intrusion; and the early interference of the government · 
to effect the removal of these Indians may prevent consequences that 
may be deeply regretted. 
It is also represented to me that sund1y Indians of the Winnebago, Me-
nomonie, and other tribes, have returned south of the Fox river, in this 
State, in Fond duLac and adjoining coup.ties, and are a great source of an-
noyance to the inhabitants. I have therefi,re called your attention to it, 
and request your favorable action to effect their removal. 
I trust you will give the subject of this letter your immediate attention 
and favorable action, to relieve our citizens from the presence of these In-
dians, and quiet their weU.grounded fears relative to them. 
NELSON DEWEY. 
Hon. THoMAS EwiNG, 
Secretary Of the .lJepartment of the Interior, 
JfTashington City. 
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No.8. 
DEPARTMENT OF 'I'HE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian, Affairs~ April 8, 1850. 
Sm: In compliance with your dire'ctions, I have the honor to report 
upon the communication of 'Governor Dewey, of Wisconsin, and its en-
closures, referred by you on the 5th instant, in relation to the injury and 
annoyance suifet·ed by citizens of Wisconsin from refugee Winnebago In-
dians, and the importance of early measures being taken for their removal 
to their country on the Mississippi river. 
A portion of the Winnebagoes have never removed to their new coun-
try-which is in the vicinity of Crow-wing river-having brokeri and fled 
when the body of the tribe emigrated in 1847. Others, fro.m some cause 
or causes of dissatisfaction, have left since removal; and a part of those 
thus absent are in Iowa, and the rest, comprising the larger portion, are 
scattered in several sections in Wisconsin. 
It is known to this office thaf the military department has taken meas-
ures to protect the citizens of both States, as far as possible, from depreda-
tion and outnge by them; and the impracticability of operating until after 
the opening of the spring' and the difficulty of determining as to the best 
mode of proceeding, only, have' prevRnted this office from recommending 
proper measures for tl;leir removal, which should be effected at the earliest 
practica0le period. So long as they remain among our citizens, they will 
annoy them, and commit depredations upon their property, in despite of 
every precaution that can be taken, which may lead to difficulties in which 
the rest of the tribe, and probably other tribes, may, and probably will, 
take part. rrheir remaining away has a tendency to seduce others from 
their country; and it will have a bad effect with reference to the removal 
of the Chippewas and the 1\ienomonies from the lands heretofore ceded by 
them, which is intended to take place durillg this season. Tbey should, 
therefore, be sent back to their country as soon as this can be done, and 
under circumstances calculated to induce them to remain there. 
rrhe Winnebagoes will be greatly averse to being removed by the mili-
tary, which would excite dissatisfaction, and be prejudicial to success in 
detaining them after removal; while it is very donbtful whether this mode 
would be attended with success, as the Indians would probably break 
and scatter, and, from the nature of the country, would place themselves 
where the troops could not follow. It would certainly be attended with 
very great expense. Pacific and persuasive means would, it is believed, 
be attended with greater success and much better effects on the minds of 
the Indians; and I am therefore disposed, with your approbation, to 
enter into arrangements with some person of character and standing, 
acquainted with the country and the Indians, and having influence with 
them, to undertake their removal, and subsistence on the route, at a stipu-
lated and reasonable sum, to be agreed upon, and who will obligate him-
self to make such arrangements for them in their country as will have a 
tendency to keep them there, by aiding su~h as remove sufficiently early 
to put in their crops, and to do such additional planting and cultiva-
tion as may be requisite for tbe remainder, so that they can immediately 
join their brethren on their arrival in the remaining culture of their crops. 
This would at once identify them with the country; they would, in the 
mean time, make themselves comfortable by building huts, as those that 
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have remained in the country have done; and, having raised sufficient, with 
the aid of their fall annuities, to make them comfortable during the winter, 
there would be little if any cause to apprehend their again leaving. The 
portion for which such arrangements have been made have so far re-
mained contentedly and in good faith; a11d it is believed that it is only 
becau~e all have not in this way been aided, that a portion have wandered 
off in pursuit of game and other means of subsistence elsewhere. 
I am satisfied that an arrangement of the kind above referred to can be 
made immediately, so that the Indians, or the greater portion of t.hem, can 
be got to their country early in the season. indeed a proposition to that 
effect has ·already been made, by a gentleman whose character, standing, 
and influence with the lnd'ians are known to the department, and testified 
to by the senators from Iowa, and Captain-Eastman, of the army, long 
stationed on that frontier. There would be an ample guarantee that it 
would be efficiently and in good faith carried ont. Great reliance is placed 
upon the opinions and views of Captain Eastman, who well understands 
the character of the Wini1ebagoes, was engaged in their removal in 1847, 
and knows the difficulties to. be encountered; and he is decidedly in favor 
of such an arrangement as that proposed. 
The subject is respectfully submitted .for your consideration a~d de-
c~~n. · 
OLANDO BROWN. 
Hon. T. EwrNG, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Waslliugton, Aprilll, 1850. 
Sm: I have duly considered your report, of the 8th instant, upon the 
communications of tbe governor of Wisconsin and the Hon. Henry 
Dodge, in relation to the condition of certain Winnebago Indians now 
within the limits of t.he State .of ·wisconsin, and, in view of the appeal 
made to this department, I approve of the course you recommend for 
the removal of those Indians to their own country. In any arrangement 
that may be made, the requisite precautions will, of course, be adopted 
by you for their comfortable removal, and their kind treatment on the 
route; that only such Indians are to be · embraced in the arrangement as 
are now out of their country and distant from it, and are not merely tem-
porarily absent on hunting expeditions, or for other temporary purposes; 
and also that none of the Indians shall be paid for twice, in case of any 
of them again leaving their country. ' 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ORLANDO BRoWN, Esq., 
·comrnissioner of Indian Affairs •. 
T. EWING, 
Secretary. 
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No. 10. 
MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY, 
Sairnt Paul, Pebruary 19, 1850. 
SrR: The enclosed is the copy of a communication just receiyed from 
Governor Dewey, of v\i .. isconsin. I have addressed the commandant at 
Fort Snelling and the -agent of the vVinnebagoes on the subject, and de-
sire~ them to take active measures to effect a return of these Indians; but 
I fear that the lateness of the season, and the consequent weakening of 
the ice of the Mississippi, which -furnishes the most convenient avenue 
of communication with the south in the winter, will prevent any very 
efficient mea~ures from this quarter at this time. _ 
I have directed the agent to bring a knowledge of your order of the 
30th ultimo to the Indians , at home and abroad, e~pecially to those in 
Wisconsin and Iowa, immediately; and J have great confidence in its rigid 
execution, repressing their wandering propensities in the future, and thus 
saving the department much trouble. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, ' 
1 ALEXANDRR RAMSEY. 
Hon. ORLANDO BRowN, 
Commissioner of Indian A.ffair,s, Washington city, D. C. 
S'I:ATE 01:'' ·wrscoNSIN, ExECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, 
Ma£lisoh, .January 29, 1850. 
Sm: It has been represente(i to this department by sundry citizens of 
this State, residing east of the Mississippi river and on the waters of 
Chippewa and Crawford, that a large party of Winnebago Indians, num-
bering several hundred~, a_nd consisting principally of warriors, have left 
their home west of the :Mississippi, in the . Territory over which you pre-
side, descen<;Ied that . river, a,od taken up their abode in that portion of 
this State above referred to. It is also represented that these Indians are 
becoming very troublesome to the citizens residing in that portion of this 
State, and are commi'tting various depredation~ upon their property, by 
killing their cattle and stealing their propmty, and they even threaten to 
inflict vioience upon the persons of the inhabitants, and· drive them from 
- the country, claiming it as their own. The people of that portion of the 
State are apprehensive that serious difficulties may result from the presence 
of these Indians, as they assume quite a threatening and hostile attitude 
towards them, and their numbers give thein a confidence in their strength 
and importance which renders them insolent and oppressiv.e in the high-
est degree. The people believe that their lives and property are at the 
mercy of these [ndians, and that, unless relief is _interposed on the part of 
the general government, or its constitutional authorities, tl;leir ·lives and 
property will be sacrificed to the rapacity of these savages. The absence 
of United States troops at Fort Crawford adds to their insolence, and in-
creases their overbea.r.illg attitude. · 
As the State authorities have no control, in the first instance, over the 
Indian tribes, ut1less actual violence is committed, I have thought it my 
duty, as well as proper and expedient, to call your attention to this mat-
ter, as these Indians are under your superintendency, and to request your 
2 
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interposition in behalf of that portion of this State annoyed by their pres-
ence, and to request that effectual relief may b~ extended, by their removal 
1rom the country, as they have no right to remain within the limits of 
this State. Unless some steps are taken by the general government to 
check their insolence, serious consequences may follow, which may re-
sult in bloodshed, and finally war. '"rhe national government having 
the exclusive control over the Indian nations, I have thought it impru-
dent for the State authorities to interfere with them, unless a~tual violer:tce 
should be committed, or the general government fail to afford the relief 
our citizens have a right to claim at its hands; any other course might 
lead to serious consequences. I trust, therefore, that you will give your 
early attention to this matter, and extend relief ·to the people of this State, 
and secure them against the intrusions of these Indians, by causing their 
removal or otherwise. A company of United States troops in their vicin-
ity would keep them ~eaceful towards the inhabitants, in case their re-
moval could not be effected dtir_ing the winter season. 
I rely with the utmost coufidence upon your favorable action, relative 
to the removal of these _ Indians and suppressiug their depredations upon 
the property and persons of our c,itizens, believing that yc;:mr interferenc~ 
will prevent consequences deeply to · be regretted, and produce a friendly 
disposition on the part of the lndians. 
ALEXANDER RAMSEY, 
Governor of Minnesota Territory,' ~ 
'and s~perinte'!-dent of Indian .affairs in said Territory. 
'· 
No. 11. l• 
1 
.l\-1rNNESOTA SUPERINTENDENCY, 
Saint Paul, March 12, ·1850. 
SIR: I have just received another communication from Governor 
Dewey, of Wisconsin, on the subject of the removal of the Winnebago 
Indians from that State, a copy of which I enclose. l have addressed him 
an answer, with the assurance that the agent for the ·winnebagoes will, in a 
few days, visit the locality of these Indians, aud take measures for their 
removal. I ·suspect the representations made to Governor Dewey by his 
people are much exaggerated, but still the subject shall receive every at-
tention at my hands. Colonel Loomis, lately in command at Fort Snell-
ing, informed me that there was no force at that post that could be spared 
for 'this service, and I have therefore conGluded tb send the agent down, 
who, I have reason to think, will be ab1e to il)duce the return of the In-
dians; at any rate, through him we can have reliable information on the 
subject. I have ordered him t9 write to Governor Dewey directly, if, 
upon a view of the premises, he finds the fears of the people of ·wiscon-
sin to be groundless. . . 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, · 
. ALEXANDER RAMSEY. 
Hon. 0. BRowN, 
Commissioner of Indjan Ajfairs, Washington. 
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STATE OF WiscoNSIN, ExECUTIVE DEPARTMF.NT, 
' Lancaster, February 20, 1850. 
I addressed you from Madiso}l, a f<;lw days since_, relative to the Win-
nebago Indians who have left their hom~s in the T-erritury over which 
you preside, and located th-emselves in this State, on the waters of Bad 
Axe, La Cross, and B1ack rivers, and become quite troublesome to the 
inhabitants of that section of country, requesting your interference for 
their removal, and to prbt~ct our citizens from their depredations, &c. 
Since addressing you the note ;referred to, citizens of that section of 
this State have petitioned me, asking relief of a military character from 
the executive of this State, representing in urgent terms the 'hostile and 
unfriendly attitude assumed by those Indians, threatening personal vio-
lence to them, and, in some instances, already driving the settlers from 
their homes and firesides, and plundering them of whatever their fancy 
induced them to take. 
The people apprehend that serious difficulties will follow from the 
presence of these Indians, unless some. effective steps are taken to check 
their boldness and effect their early _removal. 
These Indians ·have no right to remain within the limits of this State; 
and the general government owes · to our citizens, to whom they have 
sold lands and invited to settle on the public dotnain, to protect them from 
the annoyance and depred.ations of these qnd aU other Indians-and the 
more particularly so, as it has reserved to itself the control, in all respects, 
of the Indian tribes, and withheld any interference with them on the part 
of the States. 
'rhese Indians being, as I conceive, properly under your superin-
tendency and jurisdiction, I have again to solicit your aid and interfer-
ence for their immediate removal, or at least to place a sufficient force of 
United States troops in their neighborhood as will protect our citizens 
from theit depredations, and' allay their fears. A small force might be 
sufficient. 
Your interposition may prevent serious ditficulti~s between our citizens 
and these Indians, and will avoid the interference of State authorities 
in the matter. I trust and hope you will give the subject your imme-
diate attention, and extend such aid in the premises as is in your power. 
You will have the goodness to write me on this subject, addressed to 
this place, by return of mail. 
NELSON DEWEY. 
ALEXANDER RAMSEY, 
Go1'ernor of Minnesota Terri'ory, 
and Superiniendent of Indian Affairs. 
' . 
\ ( , No. 12. 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRs, April 15, 1850. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the 
19th February and 12th March, enclosing communications from the gov-
·ernor of'Wisconsin, in relation to the annoyances and evils caused to the 
citiz~ns in several sections of that State by Winnebago Indians who 
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have left their country on the upper Mississippi, and the urgent neces...-
sity that exists for their early removal back to their homes. 
There are a portion of the s,ame Indians in Iowa, in respect to whom 
similar complaints have been' made; and the department ltas for some time 
had under anxious consideration the subject of the best mode of getting 
them back to their com'ltrv, with as little difficulty as possible, as soon as 
the season opened sufficiently for the 'commencement of operations for 
the purpose. 
The fact is not to be disguised that a considetabie portioa of the Win-
nebagoes. are 8issatisfied with their cotmtry; but it is believed that this 
dissatisfaction is properly to be attributed to other causes than the locality 
and nature of the cpuntry. So far as I have been able to infOJm myself, 
I am inclined to think that, with proper management, they may be made 
comfortable and contented there; and I fear that it is mainly because 
sufficient measures have not been adopted to secure their comfort, that 
many have become dissatisfied and left their homes. I do not mean by 
this remark, however, to cast censure upon any one. The removal and 
establishment of the tribe in 1847 were attended with many difficulties: 
many things were required to be done for their comfort and couvenience, 
some of which required time, and could not be accomplished in season 
to satisfy the natural impatience of the Indians. · 
They went to the country at rather an unpropitious season; and, when 
the spring came, 'they were destitute of the means of living there until 
they could plant and raise a crop; and, before the spring payment of their 
annuitie~s was made to them, many were cor:p.pelled to leave the counh-y 
to hunt and procure subsistence elsewhere. 
"fo effect the returi1 of tl~ose that have left their country, and the re· 
moval there of those which h;J.ve never gone, will be a ork of very con-
siderable difficulty, requiring much tact, energy, and influence. To 
attempt their removal by military force Would be attended with great ex-
pense, while it might ten~ to ·exasperate them, and increase the difficulty 
of inducing them tu remain in their country when they were got there. 
If they were disposed to resist, as many of th~m no doubt · would be, 
serious diffi.cu1ties and blo'odshed might ensue. They would certainly 
break and scatter; an.d such is the nature of the country where many of 
them in Wis~onsin are, or where they could readily go, they could easily 
elude the troops, and the diffi,culty and expense of their removal would 
be thus much enhanced; !lnd, in the mean. time, in consequence of their 
fe~lings of exasperation, the lives and property of our frontier citizens 
would be greatly endangered. Under these circumstances, and with 
these views, it has seemed to the department much the best to adopt a 
course that will have a concil,iatory effect, and which, though it will be 
attended with some considerable experlse, ·will involve less than the em-
ployment of military fqrce, and; it is believed, will acco~plish the object 
peacefully, and at a much earlier period; and with far more favorable re-
sults, with respect to inducing the Indians to remain in their country. 
The c?urse determined on, ,with, the approbation of-. the Hon. Secretary of 
the l?tenor, has been the making of a contract with Henry _M. Rice, esq., 
of Mmnesota, for tbe removal of such of the Winnebagoes as never emi-
grate'd to the upper Mississippi, and such as have left there with no inten-
tion of returning. Th9se ·that are absent only on mere hunting expeditions, 
or for other temporary objects, will, of co~use, return of their own accord, 
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ror can easily be induced to do so. Such as these are not embraced in 
the contract-a copy of which is enclosed, for the information of yourself 
and the agent. ' 
You will perceive that payment to Mr. Rice is to be made on rolls to 
be certified hy the agent as correct; and you will please to instruct him to 
-exercise the proper and necessary care and discnmjnation, in order to 
insure that none are included on the rolls. but such as are intended to be 
,embraced by the contr<;~.ct, as explained abov~; while, at the same time, a 
fair and liberal conrse is to be pLtrsued with respect to the rights and inter-
ests of the contractor. You wilt perceive that another set ofrollsare to be 
ieft with you, of the Indians as the.y pass tlp by St. Paul; the object of 
which is, an additional guard aga-inst paying · for Indians absent for tem-
porary purposM only, which is probab.ly the case with any out of their 
country above St. Paul. 
With a view of inducing the Indians to remain, the contract, as you will 
perceiv-e, requires Mr. Rrce, at his own expense, to put in a crop for them of 
.all such descriptions of grain and ,vege'tables as can be raised and are culti-
vated by the Indians in that ·region of country; and he is also required to 
--cultivate so much of the crop as may be necessary for such of the Indians 
:as do not arrive in seaso'n to do it for themselves-the cultivation on his 
·part) ho\vever, heing continued only .till th~ir arrival, when, as in the case 
of all, every- proper inducerneut and pursuasive means should be adopted 
.to induce them to go to work for themselves. The quantity of land to be 
planted is to be not less than one hundred acres, which is founded on the 
-estimate of three hu!ldred Indians. If there be more comiug within the 
terms of the contra<'.t, an additif>nal proportionate amount of planting will 
()f course be required. So fa'r as there may not be land already fenced 
.and broke11 up, these are to be done at the expense of the government or 
the Indians; and instructio.ns should be given to the agent to cause them 
to be done in season. for plan tiug. The lands to be used for the purpose 
are to be selected and designated hy Mr. Rice, who feel~ a deep interest 
in the welfare of these Indians, and who, the department is satisfied, will 
select such as wiU be most suitable for a proper location for them, and give 
them the most satisfaction-a consideration of mnch importance with 
reference to their remaining in the country. The further to secure this 
desirable object, measures should be adopted to have a sufficient number 
·of huts er-ected as soon as possible for the Indians to reside in; and you 
will please · to give instructions accordingly. Ti:q1ber being plenty, and 
there being a saw-mill in the country, it is presumed that this can be done 
at a r.omparati vely small expense; and the greatest economy must be ob-
served. In the location of the huts, the wishes and inclinations of the 
Indians hould, as far as practicable, be consulted, in order to contribute 
towards their being sa~isfied. 
To this end, the early payment -of the spriug annuity will also have a 
.good effect, and the agent should go for and have the money ready with 
as little delay as possible. 'l'he Indians that remove may need still further 
means of .subsistence than their share of the annuity will. enable them to 
procure; and you are authorized to tal{e measures to supply them with 
provisions, as they may want them, to the extent of one-half of the amount 
which the government furni$hes them under treaty stipulations, leaving 
the other half to be supplied, as usual, ·when their annuities are pad in the 
ialL All the Indians in the country will of course have to participate in 
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those furnished this spring, as to supply some, and not others, tbongh 
they may not aytually need such aid, would cause great dissatisfaction 
on the part of those not supplied. 
With the adoption and proper carrying out of all these measures, which 
will no doubt have the hearty co-operation of both yourself and the agent,. 
it is believed that the comfortable establishment of the Indians in the 
country, and their remaining there, will be secured, and that there will 
thus be an end of the perplexity, trouble, and anxiety on account of these 
Indians. to which the department has for so:r;ne time been subJected. 
From the great influence Mr. Rice is known to possess with the ·winne-
bagoes, his commendable anxiety for their welfare, and his known energy 
and efficiency, the department cannot doubt his success in effecting their 
return to their country. · ' 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
0. BROWN~ 
His Excellency ALEX. RAMSEY,. 
St. Paul,. ~tlinnesota . 
No. 13. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,. 
Qffice of Indian Ajfttirs, Aprill9',. 1850. 
SrR: You are awam that much alarm and annoyance among the citizens 
in portions of ·wisconsin and-Iowa have been caused by Winnebago In-
dians, some of whom never removed to their new ~ountry on the upper 
Mississippi river,. and others have left it and retll.rned to the vicinity of 
their old haunts lower down the Mississippi; and your department has 
taken measu~es to secure adequate protection to the citizens, and to quiet 
their apprehensions. , 
It being a matter of great importance to get all these refugee Winneba-
goes to their coutttry as soon as practicable, !}nd in as quiet and peacefut 
a manner as possible, I have the honor to state for yo\lr infol'tnation that 
a contract has been made with H. M. Rice, esq., of Minnesota-who has 
great influence with these Indians, and can exercise a powerful control 
over them.....- by which he has undertaken to remove them,. and to aid in 
establishing them in their country, under such circlllmstances as wiii Q.ave 
a tendency to induce them to remain there. . 
I would respectfully suggest that the military officers in command in 
that section of the country be advised of this arrangement,. in order that,. 
in any measures they 1nay contemplate for giving protection to the citi-
zens, they may as fin as possible avoid interfering with Mr. Rice's opera-
tions, and that they may give him any aid or co-operation in their power, 
so far as it may be judged to be necessary. It is hoped that, with the 
arrangement that wjll be made to make these Indians comfortable in their 
country, and to induce them to remain there, the latter object will be 
effected; though a sufficient amount of force, stationed at the proper points, 
to prevent the- escape of any so disposed, may,. for some time,. be requisite 
or important tg secure that object. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. G. W. CR.AwFoRn, 
Secretary of War. 
ORLANDO BROWN~ 
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No. 14. 
DEPARTM~NT OP TilE :NTERIOR, 
.Office of Indian A.ffa·irs, April 19, 1850. 
SlR: In transmitting the enclosed copy of a communication of this date, 
addressed to the Hon. Secretary of War, I beg leave to ~tate, what '1 
-omitted in my letter of the 15th instant, that among the reasons forma-
king the arrangement with Mr. Rice for the removal of the Winnebagoes 
was the fact that the, matter required immediate and efficient action; that 
there was not time to consult with you as to the hest course to be pur-
sued; and, Mr. Rice being here, and having ample @.Ssurance that he 
would be able to effect the return of the Winnebagoes, and the removal 
of such as had never gone to their country, as expeditiously, and with as 
little, and probably less, difficulty, than in any other way, it was deemed 
advisable, under all the circumstances of the case, to make the arrange-
ment with him. The department was also not unmindful of the fact 
that your duties as goyernor and superintendent of Indian affairs are very 
arduous; and, as much of your time and ~ttention will be required in 
effecting the removal of the Chippewas, it was not deemed just or proper 
to tax you further, in relation to the removal of the Winnebagoes, than 
to the extent to which your attention to the subject is requested in my 
letter of the 15th instant. 
You will perceive that particular care is to be taken that no Indians 
be admitted on the rolls on which payment is to be made to Mr. Rice 
who are o11ly temporarily absent from their country; and the second set 
of rolls, to be delivered to you at St. Paul, are intended to serve as a check 
in that respect with reference to Indians abov~ that point; and, so far as 
it may be able to make the ~xamination and to discriminate, you will 
please to take such precaution as may be in your power to exclllde from 
the rolls to be delivered to you any of the same class of Indians taken up 
from below St. Paul, taking the manifest intent of the contract as your 
guide in aU these matters. 
'Very respectfully, 
I 
ORLANDO BRO.WN. 
His Excellency ALEXANDER RAMSEY, 
G.overnor and Superin'endent, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
No. 15. 
GREEN BA.Y SuB-AGENCY, 
March 2~~ 1850. 
SIR: I would beg leave resper.tfully to notify the department that, in 
consequence of there being many rumors afloat referring to the return ?f 
the WinnebClgoes to this State-from which they had been removed In 
1848, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty previously entered 
into by them; and Captain :Maloney, United States army, having received 
instructions from Colonel Lee, the commanding officer at Fort Howard, 
to make as thorough an investigation of the matter as practicable,-I 
deemed it proper to assist him in so doing; and I will now proceed to re-
late the result of those inquiries. 
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On mentioning the m~tter, to Oshkosh, the head chief of the Menomo-
nie nation, he complained very much that, during the past winter, 
many of the Winnebagoes had hunted upon lands now occupied by the 
Menomonies, and which the latter ceded to the United States by the 
treaty of 1848. He stated that the Winnebagoes were scattered all over 
the country adjacent to the ·w1sco11sin river, in small encampments, and 
that their numbers were large; that he had been visited by several of the 
Winnebago warriors; who stated that they were unwilling to return to 
their own country west of the Mississippi, and that a part of two 
bands had been in the country last occupied by the ·winnebagoes; and 
ceded by the Menomonies in 1848; that, for some time past, they had 
moved about from plaee to place, but their headquarters were on the 
Lemenway and Yellow rivers, which empty into the "VVisconsin on the 
west side; and that they were determined, if possible, by stratagem, t~ 
remain in the country. We accordingly visited that portion of the conn-
try where the ·winnebagoes were said to be; and, in the neighborhood of 
Barraboo river, which ernptfes into the Wisconsin about three miles be-
low Fort Winnebago, I found many of the citizens rnnch alarmed; and, 
In some cases, where all the settlements were sparse, and at a considera-
ble distance. from each other, they would leave their own houses, and· 
several families assemble together, for the purpose of protecting them-
selves and families during · the night, as they app\ehended an attack at 
that time; but I myself could see no reason for their so doing, except that 
an unusual number of Winnebagoes had made their appearance in that 
country during the past winter, and among them mc'my stmnge Indians. 
In some cases, indeed, .wlien the Indians were excited by hunger, they 
would go to the settlements to beg for something to eat, and, if it was not 
freely given to them, they would fi·equently resort to stealing to procure 
it, and even, in some instances, they would proceed to threafs . When 
they were in liquor, they would appear sancy, thus annoying the present 
sparse population, and tending in some cases to prevent others from loca-
ting themselves in the region formerly occupied by the Winnebagoes, 
where they are now skulhing about, and, should they feel so disposed, 
could do much injury befme they could be arrested by the government. 
The names of the principal Winnebagoes are: the Dandy, who is a shrewd 
man, and has been in the country for some yeaJs, and is apparently de-
termined not to leave; the Yellow Ttmnder, who is at the head of a small 
band, and has, as I am informed, succeeded in purchasing a smaU tract, 
near the mouth of Dell creek, .on which he resides; the Little Carrirnang,n, 
Split-nose, the Duck, ,and the son of a prominent Indian formerly known 
as t~1.e L~n.x.. 'r~~\.~ ~\;.\10\~ 1.\."'i.)..1.'\\.'I01C\. 1.1.Yo.1 \.)~ 'i3.\o.\~~ o.\ \1:a1u. \ ,rtJ\J\J ta \ ,'25\J 
souls, of wbich there are from 300 to 400 wa.rriors; and they are con-
stantly moving about on the . head- waters of the Black and La Cross 
rivers, which empty into the Mississippi on the east side, between 
seventy and eighty Iniles above Prairie du ChienJ and thence to the 
~arraboo, Lemen way, and Yellow rivers, and Dell creek, which empty 
Into the Wisconsin on the west side, and e_x:tending from Fort Winnebago 
northwardly up the ·wisconsin some sixty or seventy mites: and some few 
m.:eoccasionallyfound on the banks of the Fox river. They are constantly on 
the alert~ and on the lo0k-out f<n the arrival of soldiers, and continue in small 
encampments, and as much scattered as possible, and hope, by so doillg, to 
succeed in remaining where they are, though I do not believe that they 
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have any hostile intentions, futther than to procure for themselves the 
necessaries of life, except while under the influence of liquor, to which 
they are much addicted. 
They give as their reasons for returning to this State, first, the poverty 
of the soil in their new country; seco11dly, the thickness of woods_ where 
the game is, which prevents their hunting ..,guccessfully; thirdly, the 
scarcity of game; and fourthly, the danger and dread in which they stand 
of the Sioux, which prevents their penetrating far enough into the coun-
try, for fear of being cut off by them; and, indeed, the latter seems to be 
the principal, if not the only, reason, from what I can learn from various 
persons who have returned from that country during the past winter. 
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your most obedient ser-
vant, 
Hon. ORLANDO BRowN, 
C omm;issio ner I rt.dia"!' 4/fait s. 
No. l~. 
W. H. BRUCE, 
Sub-Indian Agent. 
FoRT HowARD, GREEN BAY, WiscoNSIN, 
March 22, 1850. 
SIR: Herewith I have the honor to make the following report, agreeably 
to in8tructions received from yc1u, dated Fort Howard, March 7, 1850, to 
proceed and accompany ·william Bruce, sub-Indian agent, to Oshkosh's 
encamprnent, head chief of the Menomonie tribe of Indians, near the 
Grand Rapids, ·~Visconsin river; also, to proceed further in the Winnebago 
country, and ascertain what brought back the Winnebago Indians, and 
what number of them have returned. I arrived, in company with Mr. 
Bruce, the sub-agent, at Oshkosh's encampment, on the 12th instant. 
Oshkosh seemed happy to see us, he appearing very much distressed, he 
having been threatened by his warriors in relation to the murder of his 
son-in-l(lw, who was killed last January by a white man, Joseph Kayan, 
and his warriors holding him responsible for to seek redress. Oshkosh 
and the relatives bi the deceased being present, Mr. Bruce talked with 
them in relation to· the murder, telling them that the murderer had been 
tried, acquitted, aud })ad left the country; Mr. Bruce stating to them that 
he had done all that could be done, wbich appears to have reconciled the 
Indians very mueh; and I am of opinion that it will die away, leaving 
Oshkosh to he out of all danger and threats from his warriors. Oshkosh 
says he will have the delegation ready to start from the 1st to the lOth of 
Maw- next, when the grass commences to show itself, when Mr. ,Bruce 
says the word. 
In relation to the Winnebagoes, Oshkosh says there are a great many 
of them here more th ~m of his; they frequently come about his camp ask-
ing for sugar; says they will not leave their old ground-would sooner 
die first; was informed· by a man of the name of Panquet, who has just 
returned from the Winnebago new country, (a trader,) who says the half 
of them have returned to their old ground; they are frightened to live 
among the Sioux and Fox Indians, and would sooner die on their old 
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hunting grounds than go back amongst those Indians. Also, Mr. Mines, 
who lives at the Grand ,Rapids, and trades some with Yellow Thunder's 
band, says the same; and a number of other persons, who see some of 
them frequently. They are separated in small bands, headed by the 
following-named Indians, who formerly were chiefs in their nmv country: 
Canomonee, Dandy, Yellow Thunder, Lyhx, Split -nose, Hill, and the 
Duck, eaeh having from thirty to forty men with them, and reside about 
the Lemenway river, Bla<;k river, Dell creek, Barraboo river, and are 
constantly moving about in that section of the country; and I am of 
opinion that this information can be relied upon. They fi·eqnently come 
to the new settlers' hous~s, when men are in the woods at work, and 
demand something to eat; have done no harm as yet, but the people who 
are making new farms, and their houses so far from eaeh other that they 
are very much alarmed, and can't tell the moment they will commence; 
and some of the new settlers have left their houses, having come into the 
more settled parts of the country. In case they are rem.oved this snmmer, 
they have a very large country to fall back upon, and all of them have 
good horses or ponies; and I would suggest that drago0ns are the only 
troops who can hunt them up, and make th~m give up, by hunting them, 
and keeping them from bunting, which is the only means ·they have of 
living. rrhe country is full of game. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, y6ur obedient servant, 
Colonel F. LEE, 
4th Infantry, com·rrtanding post, 
M. MALONEY, 
Brevet Captain 4th Infantry. 
Fort Howard, · Wisconsin. 
'rrue copy: 
B. D. FoRSYTHE, 
Lieutenant post. 
No. 17. 
GREEN BAY SuB-.AGENCY, JJ!arch 22, 1850. 
SrR: Having received from Oshkosh, head chief of the Menomonie 
nation, a request to visit that portibn of the tribe living on ·wisconsin 
river, .(according to the arrangement made with him by me in January 
last, and of which I 11otified the department in my communication refer-
ring to the difficulties with that nation,) I accordmgly started" from here 
on the 7th instant, in company with Captain Maloney, United States 
army, whq went with me, under an order from Colonel Lee, the com-
manding officer at Fort Howard. We arrived at Oshkosh's village on 
the 12th instant, and found he was absent at his sugar camp, and imme-
diately despatched a runner to request him to come in, which he accord-
ingly did the next day, accompanied by several of his band; and after 
s01ne conversation with them, I found them to ' be , friends of the man 
murdered in January last by Kayan-a detailed account of which transac-
ti0n accompanied the communication .above referred to. I became satis-
fied that the white population would remain perfectly passive in the mat-
ter, as Kayan had left that part of the country; but I found the Indians 
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who accompanied Oshkosh very much incensed against the latter for 
having twice prevented them from reveBgmg themselves on Kayan, as 
stated in my previous communication. I thereupon counselled with 
them, and stated that I had taken much trouble in the ·matter, and used 
my best endeavors to get a rehearing of the case before the proper tribu-
nal, but had hitherto failed. I should, nevertheless, continue to use my 
best endeavors to effect that object, of which they seemed satisfied. But 
I found, on talking with Oshkosh and his friends, that he was not safe, 
as threats had been openly made by the friends of the deceased; and 
Oshkosh stated that there was but one way to effect a reconciliation, and 
that was, to comply with tbe Indian custom of making presents to the 
nearest relations and friends of the deceased, in compensation for the loss 
sustained by his death. He stated that he would willingly do so, but ' 
could not, a~ he had no means. The Indians pre;ent, among whom 
was Oshkosh's son, together with Oshkosh himself, rw1uested me to aid 
him in this matter, and have the amount deducted from their next annuity 
payment. After counselling with Captain Maloney, I became satisfied 
that something ought to be done. I acceded to their request, and prom-
ised that the presents should be made, though I could not do it at the 
time, as there was nothing to be had there. The friends and relatives of 
the deceased accepted my proposition, and agreed to proceed no further, 
as I inade myself personally responsible to them that the presents should 
be forthcoming as soon as I arrived at th~ sub-agency. The amount will 
not exceed fifty dollars, and I have procured the goods, to be paid for out 
of the next annuity payment. ' 
I would also state that I made it a part of my business to inquire into 
the feelings of that portipn of the tribe then assembled; and I found, to 
my satisfaction, that they were daily becoming more inclined to comply 
with the views of the government, and that the delegation would start to 
explore their new country as soon as the proper tin1e arrived; and my 
present intention is, to call upon them to do so as early as practicable. 
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your most obedient 
servaht, 
WM. H. BRUCE, Sub-Indian Agent. 
Hon. ORLANDO BRowN, 
Commissior~;tr of Indian Affairs. 
No . .l8. I • 
FEBRUARY 19, 1850. 
SrR: The enclosed article is cut from a newspaper printed in Dubuque, 
Iowa; and, as its tendency will be to mislead many in regard to the 
treatment of the Winnebago Indians by our government, you will oblige 
me much by sending me a brief statement exhibiting their number, the 
quantity of land allowed them, the amount of money paid them annually, 
and all other fayors granted them-by which I may be enabled to rt~fute 
this wholesale charge against the government, of fraud and injustice to 
those Indians. 
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, , 
GEO. W. JONES, 
Hon. 0. BRowN, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
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No. 19. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian Affairs, February 23, 1850. 
SIR: I return herewith the newspaper slip enclosed in your letter of 
the 19th instant, and have the honor to inform you that the statements 
therein-that the government has "swindled'' the Winnebagoes; that 
it compelled them to sell their hunting-grounds for just what 'it "was 
willing to give, and accept, in pait payment, sueh lands as were utterly 
unfi.t' for the habitations of man. "-are without any just foundation 
whatever. · 
The Winnebagoes were not" compelled" to sell their late country, in 
Iowa, at all. As important as its acquisition was for the rapidly increasing 
white population in..-.hat State, and for its redemption from the barrenness 
and desolation of Indian occupaney; and as necessary as were its pur-
chase and the removal of the Indians, in order to pnt a stop to their dep-
redations and outrages upon our frontiercitizens,-no compulsion whatever, 
nor any improper influence or persuasion, was used to induce them to 
dispose of it. The treaty by which it was acquired was made with a 
number of their most intelligent chiefs, aided by the advice and counsel 
cf several white pe;rsons, whose interest it was-being traders ·among 
them-that they should receive the largest amount, in reason, for their 
country. In exchange, the United States purchased and gave to them a 
country nearly as large as that they sold, and the large sum of $ 190,000 
in addition; and the country so given to them is known. to be far better 
for the Indian occupany than that they disposed of. It contains an 
abt:.ndance of good land, on which corn, wheat, and the ordinary vegeta-
bles, can, it is believed, with orqinary industry; be · raised without diffi-
culty; and it is, moreovEJr, interspersed with lakes, containing abundance 
of fine fish, and producing large quantities of wild riee, both of which 
are favorite articles of food with our nortllern Indians. "fhe greatest ob-
tion to it is, that is somewhat more rigorous in winter than where they 
formerly resided, though the difference iu this respect must be quite 
limited. On this account, the government was anxious that the Winne-
bagoes should go southwest; and the greatest influence or persuasion that 
was used towards them was to indue~ them to du so. But this they 
peremptorily refused, and insisted on going n(_)rth. By the treaty they 
had the privilege of selecting a country for themselves, or of appointing 
an a,gent to do so for them; they adopted the latter course, and appointed 
a gentleman of character and intelligence, who had aided them in making 
the treaty, i6 whom they 'had the utrnost confidence, and wbo was known 
to be much attar bed to them, and to have a warm regard for their wel-
fare. He selected their present country, and, after reporting to the In-
dians fully its character and advantages, they confirmed the selection; 
and it is beheved that it is only a portion of the more idle and worthless 
of the tribe that really manifes t .dis~mtisfaction with it-operated upon, 
probably' by those wno formerly drove a profitable, but accursed; traffic 
with them in spirituous liquors, which their removal broke up. 
The means and resources of the VYinnebagoes, derived from the gov-
ernment, show its liberality in its dealing:s with them. They are, pro-
portionately, the richest and best off of any of our northern tribes . 
Numbering but about 2,000) they have a cpuntry of at least 800,000 acres, 
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much of it good land, with the other advantages that have been men-
tioned; while they receive annually about $52,000 in money, $30,775 in 
goods, provisions, salt, and tobacco, and some $14,000 for assistance in 
agriculture, for blacksr;niths, iron and steel; medical as ... istance and medi-
cines, and schools. If, under these circumstances, their situation is not 
comfortable, it is because of their own idle and reckless conduct, and 
their refusal to .be governed by tbe ad vice of their agents, and to avail 
themselves, in a proper manner, of the means provided for their benefit 
and welfare. 
ORLANDO BROWN. 
Ron. G. W. JoNEs, Senate. ' . ' 
No. 20. 
WINNEBAGO AGENCY, November 1, 1849. 
Sm: Having certified to the correctness of your account for services as 
a delegate for the Winnebago Indians to visit Washington, in 1846, for 
the sale of their lands ir~ the State. of Iowa, I 'deem it proper to make a 
brief explanation of the circumstances under which said service was ren-
dered. 
When the Winnebago chiefs were invited to send a delegation to Wash-
ington, in the fall of 1846, several of the old and most influential chiefs 
declined going, but they authorized ~ertain individuals to represent them 
in the delegation. "Watch-ha-ta-kow," one of the most influential of 
the chiefs, authorized you to represent him in said delegation, and insist-
ed on your being one cf the· delegates of the tribe. As you visited 
Washington at your own expense, .I consider it but just that the amount 
of your travelling expenses should be refunded; and, -in consideration of 
the important services you rendered the government, in effecting a treaty, 
I have no hesitation in saying that your account, as· charged, is just, and 
ought to be allowed. 
Very respectfully) your obedient servant, 
J. E. FLETCHER, 
H. M. RicE, Esq., St. ·Paul's. 
Indian Agent. 
( \ No. 21. 
SENATE CHAMBER, 
lfrasltington, December 6, 1849. 
SrR: We have the honor to enclose you, herewith, the account of Henry 
M. Rice, esq., of St. Paul's, Minnesota Territory, for service rendered the 
government in 1846, iu effecting a treaty with, aq.d assisting to conduct 
to and from this city, a delegation of the ·winnebago Indians. · 
The account itself is certified and approved by General J. E. Fle~her, 
the agent of the Winnebago Indians. He has, in addition to this .usual 
and formal certificate, addressed a letter to Mr. Rice, which we also en-
close) which goes to show the value of the services rendered by Mr. Rice 
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to the government in effecting the important treaty which was concluded 
}n 1846 with those Indians. 
In addition to what General Fletcher has so justly said in behalf of Mr. 
Rice's services and influence at the time referred to, we have no hesita-
tion in sRying· that we helieve the treaty could not have been effected but 
for the services of Mr. Rice. All who know Mr. Rice, and who are also 
acquainted with the character of the Indians with whom he has been so 
long and so intimately acquainted, will admit that his influence over them 
is equ~l to, if not more potential than, that of any other man. 
"\Ve recollect well, at the time the trP-aty referred to above was made, 
that it was conceded that the same could not have been effected but for 
the exertions of Mr. Rice: first, in indncing the nation to send a delega-
tion to "Vashington; and, afterwards, in accompanying them to the seat of 
government, and, while here, in convincing the delegation of the pro-
priety of concluding the treaty for the sale of their country in our State, 
and for their removal to, ahd location on, the Crow wing. 
It will be recollected-and the records of the Indian Bureau show the 
same-that some four or five or six efforts were made in different years, 
previous to 1846, to induce the ·winnebagoes to ' cede their lands west of 
the Mississippi to the general government, without effect. 
The charges made by Mr. Rice for his extraordinary services referred 
to are exceeding reasonable, and especially so when we consider the 
extensive sacrifices to his private affairs at the time. We therefore 
hope that you will direct his account to be paid, not only became of 
the services he has already performed, but as an inducement to hirn and 
others who may be similarly situated here<1fter to lend th~ir influence to 
the general government.-
We are, very r-espectfully, sir, your ohedient servants, 
. . A. 0. OODGE. 
GEO. W. JONES. 
Hon. ORLANDo BRowN, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
No. 22. 
u. s. SENATE, 
Washington, D. 0., April9, 1850. 
SIR: It is of the utmost importance to the people residing on what is 
called the Neutral Ground, in Iowa, as well as those of western Wisconsin, 
that the bands of Winnebagoes who have recently left their new homes, 
near Fori. Gaines, in Minnesota Territ<;~ry, should be required to return to 
them. Unless thjs can be effected within a short time, it is very much 
to be apprehended that serious collisions will take place between those 
Indians and citizetJs of the two States referred to above. 
My opinion is that the best mode suggested, or which may be advised, 
is to employ Henry M. Rice, esq:, of Minnesota, who is now in this ciry, 
and who is knowo to have more influence with these Indians than any or 
perhaps all other white men, to go directly to where those Indians no~v are 
scattered through northern Iowa and western Wiscon~in '· have them col-
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lected and returned by steamboats to St. Paul's, and sent thence by land 
to their homes near their agency. I believe that Mr. Rice is the ONLY 
man who cai.l induce these Indians to return to their homes; but he can-
not do this unless he is furnished with ample means to enable him to fur-
nish them with provisions, clothing, horses, &c., &c., and by making 
liberal presents to the heads of those families who have returned to Wis-
consin and Iowa. 
I am firmly of the opinion that J\ir. Rice can do more to induce the 
Winnebagoes to return to Minnesota than one hundred U. S. dragoons, 
and at infinitely less expense to the government, and certainly without 
any danger of embroiling our northern frontier in another Indian war, 
such as occurred in 1832 w~th the Sacs and Foxes, when the Black 
Hawk war was brought on, solely, in my opinion, in consequence of 
sending to Rock Island the U. S. troops frorr;t St. Louis. Had a similar 
course then been aaopted with reference to the Sacs and Foxes as I now 
suggest as to the Winnebagoes-and as others have suggested before 
myself-T have no doubt · the evils of fbe Black Hawk war would have 
been averted. 
Mr. Rice is the only man who can -effect the removal of the Winneba-
goes withont delay or bloodshed, and this because of his unbounded in-
fluence over those Indians. I hope his appointrnent will be made imme-
diately, and ample means placed in his hands to enable him to carry out 
speedily and peaceably the much-desired object. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. W. JONES. 
ORLANDo BRowN, Esq., 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs; Washington, D. C. 
No. 23. 
W A,SHINGTON Crry, May 6, 1850. 
Sm: You have done me the honor to consult me; and to request my 
views, respecting the Winnebago Indians that have left their country, 
and the best course to pursue to get them back and to induce them to re-
main there. I respectfully submit the following as the result of my re-
flections upon the subject. Portions of the . \'Viunebagoes having come 
over to and in the vicinity of the Menomonies' country, and caused 
more or less uneasiness nnd alarm among our citizens, I thought it proper 
to obtain and communicate all the information I could respecting them; 
and, accompanied by Captain Maloney, of the army, I accordingly, with 
that view, made a tour of observation to the vicinity of a number of the 
different bands. 'rhe results you have in my report, and in one made 
by Captain Maloney, a copy of which I submitted. To effect the removal 
of the refugee Winnebagoes from the section where they now are, and to 
succeed in keeping them in their own country, will be a work of no 
little difficulty, and may involve considerable expense. To attempt their 
removal by military force would be attended with a very heavy expendi-
ture, while success, unless after vc~ry considerable delay, would be un-
certain; and the effect of such a remov3rl upon the Indians would be very 
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unfavorablfl, with reference to prevailing upon them to remain in their 
country, unless they were severely chastised by the military, and com-
pelled through fear so to remain. 
This c.ourse wnuld, however, be inhuman, there being nothing to 
justify it; and, before it could be accomplished, the lives and property of 
many of our citizens might be endangered, if not sacrificed. I think, on 
the contrary, that they ought, under the circumstances, to be treated with 
consideration and kindness . They have several times been removed 
within a comparatively short space of time, and have abandoned their 
former residences with great regret; and they begin to think that the gov· 
ernment ·has very little c0nsideration for them, and does not intend to 
permit them to remain permanently anywhere. I have no doubt that a 
feeling of this kind has operated, to a considerable extent, to prevent 
their having a disposition to settle down and make themselves comfort-
able in their new couutry-though there . are other causes for their not 
doing so. 
The country given to them on the upper Mis!:'issippi is less fertile, and 
furnishes less game, than their former residenc.e, and the climate is more 
severe . They are also settled directly between the Sioux and Chip-
pewas, who are almost constantly at war. The Winnebagoes dread 
the Sioux, and to some extent the Chippewas also, and they fear becom-
iug involved in their difficulties . There is another circumstance which 
may have operated to cause many to be dissatisfied with their country, 
and to leave it: after being removed in 1848, I am informed they 
reached there too late to plant and establish themselves comfortably for 
the winter, and that, from the scarcity , of the game, they were com-
pelled, after exl;lausting their annuities, to go elsewhere in search of sub-
sistence . 
I think, under all these circumstances, the government shonld, as far 
as possible, pursue a huniane, kind, and liberal course towards them, and, 
if possible, induce them to return to their own country by persuasive 
measures. It ought in justice to be done, ·if they could be induced to go. 
There would be a much greater chance of their remaining when they got 
there, though I do not think that this end can be entirely effected un-
less the government will extend to them a liberal hand, and do all in its 
power to aid them in corp.fortably establishing and maintaining themselves 
for a year or more; and, under the most favorable eircurnstances, there 
will be .some still disposed t(i) wander off again-to prevent '*hich, as well 
as to give them a feeling of security from danger from the Sioux or Chip· 
pewas, it will be essential that an adequate mililary force be kept up, for 
a time at least, at proper points in the vicinity of their country. 
'rhe course I have suggested will, I am a\vare, involve a consider~ble 
expense; for the Winnebagoes are very averse to going to their country, 
and it will be a difficult and expensive undertaking to get them to (Jo so. 
An attempt to remove them by force, as I have stated~ would be of 
doubtful success, unless after considerable delay, as the Indians are much 
scattered, and such is the nature of the country that they could easily 
evade the lroops, and fall back into the thick forests and swamps in which 
the country immediately in rear of their pres~nt location abounds; and 
hence it would be difficult, and in many places impossible, for the troops 
to folluw them. Indeed, I rn::1y say, without intending any reflection 
upon our gallant army, that military operations against the vVinnebagoes., 
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during the last ten years have fully shown the necessity of adopting some 
other course to effect a contented disposition on the part of these poor, 
unhappy people, to remain jn their own country. 
In 1840 there were two regiments of infantry and one ·~ompany of dra-
goons actively engaged in efl'ecting their removal west of the Mississippi, 
at an immense expense; and immediately after their removal, large parties 
were constantly returning, and year after year the troops were engaged in 
searching out their remote locations in Wisconsin, and sending them to 
their own homes. Military were employed to remove them in 1848; but 
many of their numbers, I understand, made their escape, who have never 
gone to their country on the upper Mississippi, and many have since left 
it-the military forc·e in that quarter probably being too small, and not of 
the right kind to prevent their doing so. 
The resort to forcible measures towards these Indians for so long a time 
has probably tended to kt:1ep them in a dissatis1ied and discontented state; 
and it appears to me that, under the circumstances of their case, the effect 
of a more humane and liberal course of policy should now be tried with 
these miserable and unhappy people. 
In alluding to the probable heavy expenses of attempting their removal 
now by military force, I refer only to those in vVisco,nsin, having no in-
formation in relation to those in Iowa. To effect the removal of the 
former, Colonel Lee; commanding the troops at Green Bay, in a report 
upon the subject, stated, I think, that from four to six companies of in-
fantry and one or two of dragoons would be necessary. To transport this 
amount of force to the different stations where it would have to operate, 
and to maintain it there dm·ing the time it would necessarily be occupied,. 
probably several months at least, .would certainly be attended with a vmy 
heavy expense~ 
Having thus g iven you the result of my reflections upon the different 
points appare ntly involved in the matter under consideration, I have the 
honor to be, sir? your most obedient servant, 
W. H. BRUCE, 
· lnd,an Sub-agent. 
Hon. ORLANDO BRowN, , 
Commissioner of Indian Ajfairs. 
No. 24. 
/ 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian Affairs, May 6, J ~'50; 
Sm! Since advising you on the 15th ultimo that the department liad 
entered into a contract with Henry M. Rice, esq., for the collection and 
removal of certain Winnebagoes therein indicated from Iowa and ·wiscon-
sin, I have received a communication from the Hon. H. H. Sibley pro 4 
testing against said contract. Inasmuch as your name enters. into M·r .. 
Sibley's letter and my answer to the same, upon reflection, I have deter-
mined to lay the entire corrt='spondence before you-copies of which you 
will accordingly find herewith enclosed, also a duplicate copy of the con-
tract, in case of the miscarriage of the one forwarded on the 15th. ultimo. 
. . 
3 
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Convinced as I am of the erroneous view taken by Mr. Sibley as to the 
false position in which this measure will place yourself and General 
Fletcher, and relying, as I do, upon your well-known sound discretion 
and judgment, any further notice of this particular point than that con-
tained in my answer to 1\'Ir. Sibley is deemed entirely superfluous. I 
therefore submit the whole subject to your Excellency, \vith entire confi-
dence as to the result. 
Very, &c., 
ORLANDO BROWN. 
His Ex~el. Governor ALEX. RAMSEY, 
St. Paul's, Minnesota. 
No. 25. 
0FFIC·E OF INDIAN AFF.URS, 
lvlay 10, 1850. 
SrR: I would respectfully call your attention to the enclosed communi-
tion from .a committee of Congress in relation to removing the Winueba-
goes. 
The part to which I would particularly call your attention is the "fitness 
of Mr. Rice to perform the services.'' You did me the honor to express 
in a personal interview a favorable opinion of his fitness-having had per-
sonal evidence of his influence with the Indians. Will you please state 
to me in wrjting the substance of what was said by you at a former inter-
view, as the committee desire written evidence? 
Most respectfully, yours, &c., 
ORLANDO BRO~VN. 
Captain EASTMAN. < I 
No. 26. 
WASHINGToN, D. C., May 11,1850. 
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communica-
tion of l\iay 10, 1,850, requesting me to state my opinion of the fitness of 
Mr. Rice to remove the Winnebago Indians from Wisconsin and Iowa to 
their own country, in Minnesota Territory. 
Mr. Rice has been a trader with the Winnebagoes for many years, and 
during that time has obtained great influence over them. In 1847, while 
I was engaged in removing this tribe from Wabasha's Prairie to their new 
country, in Minnesota Territory, his influence was c;llled into requisition) 
and he assisteq me materially in peaceably removing them. My opinion 
of his fitness for this duty is founded entirely on the influence he had then 
over the ·winnebagoes; and if he still retains it, which 1 believe he does, 
he will not only be able to fulfil his contract with the government, but 
have the most of them removed back to their own country in less than 
two months from this. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
iORLANDo BRowN, E sq., 
Commis~ioner Indian Affairs. 
S. EASTMAN, 
Captain 1st U. S. Infantry. 
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No~ 27 . 
SPRINGVILLE, February 16, 1850. 
SIR~ The population here and at the northern part of our county 
(Crawford) are very much excited about th€l Indians. There are several 
h undred in our vicinity; and they have threatened several families with 
death, on the border settlements, if they did not leave their dweliings. 
The Indians are dissatisfied with th~ lands assigned them up north, (at 
Crow-wing;) they say that they will h~ve their old homes back again, or 
other lands where game is more abunda,p.t, else they will kill every family 
(white) north of the Wisconsin river. 
The people he:re cannot protect themselves and prosecute their agricul-
tural pursuits the approaching season. Our country here, for the last two 
years, has settled rapidly, and we anticipate an augmentation to our num-
bers here, at the Round ·Prairie, of 100 per cent. against next November. 
Several. memorials or petitions have been forwarded to you and the War 
Department in relation to this matter; but we cannot learn, as yet, what 
action you. have made or may make in the premises. 
Some of our inhabitants, who profess to understand all about the Indian 
character, think that you, as commander-in-chief of the militia, ought to 
send about' t\yo companiM..._!_one to rendezvous in the vicinity, and another 
at Black river. The Indians are all along the Mississippi river, from 
township 10 north to township ~1 or 25, and a great many on Black river 
and La Cross; and it is said that there are several hundred on Coon river, 
from ten to fifteen miles ·from this place. 
We hope that you, in your wisdom and magnanimity, may take such 
steps as will relieve the fears of our population. 
You will confer an especial favor on our citizens by dropping me a 
few lines, showing what disposition you make of it. 
I am, sir, with great respect, your Excellency's obedient servant, 
ISAAC SPENCER. 
To his Excellency NELSON DEWEY. 
No. 28. 
To his Excellency Governor Deu·ey. 
The undersigned, citizens of the town· of Bad Axe; ask your honor that 
you order your trOC'>ps sent to remove the Indians from. our settlements; 
they are daily threatening the lives of the citizens, and have driven some from 
their homes. Mr. Pettit, one of the best men that we have, has been 
driven from his home. The question may be asked, "if he has not sold 
whiskev to them?" but can be answered," No." Mr. Pettit is every way a 
fine ma"n; he fought under Taylor at Buena Vista, and is anything but a 
coward; but the Indians drove him with tomahawks, and were ~even in 
number, and he alone: and this is not the first time. And for the safety of 
our lives and property, there should be something done, and right soon; for 
the Indians are making all the preparations they can for the worst. 
Samuel Nelson H. H. Bailey 
M. P. Gillett Wm. W. Reel 
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Geo. W. Hawkins 
James Bishop 
De Witt C. Pardun 
Jeremiah Frame 
James Frame· 
Daniel Crame 
Jol;ln Crame 
Jacob Spalding 
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No. 2~·. 
Thomas H. Reed! 
Nr B. Palmer 
Walter P. ·Pard u.n; 
Jesse Pardeux 
S"ilas FranJe 
Geo. W. Swan 
James. Crome. 
PRAIRtE DU CHIEN, Feb-Tua'l'y 18, 1850t .. 
D ·EA·R Sr~: This note will be handed to you by Mr. Pettit, of Craw-
ford county; he has been appointed by the citizens of RIDund Prairie and· 
La Uross to present to your Excellency a petition praying for assistance-
to aid in removrng the Indians from our frontier settlement~. The Winne-
bagoes have ret~uned to th~ waters of Black river and La Cross, and . 
threaten to massacre the inhabitants, without regard to age m se:x, unless 
they leave the country and move south of the ·wisconsin Iiver. The-
bearer of this note was driven from his home ~ast week, with his family, .. 
into the settlement, and his life threatened if 'he did not comply. From 
the best information we can get, there are perhaps one thousand Indians 
on the waters of Black river and La Cross. There aJe men enough in 
this county to drive the Indians from the eountry, but no one wishes t() 
take the responsibility; and if you ean render us no assistance in the 
shape of men or munitions. of war, we wish to be advised if any private., 
citizen would be justifiable in raising a volunteer company, and furnish-
ing them with supplies suffieient to enable them to act efficiently in ~uch 
an emergency. Do me the favor to drop me a line by the bearer,. advis-
ing me what com·se to take in the premises. 
Your obedient servant, 
\V. 'I'. STINTING. 
Gov. NELSON DEWEY, Madison, Wisconsin. 
No. 30, 
To his Eaxellency Nelson Dtwey, Governor of Wisconsin. 
Your petitioners, 'of Crawford county, would humbly represent -to your 
Excellency that we are greatly annoyed by nearly all of the Winnebago 
nation ·of Indians being in this county, between the waters of Black river 
and Bad Axe; and it is reported by those who are acquainted with them 
that there are eompanies of other Indians arriving daily among the Win-
ne?agoes, and that th~ Winnebagoes say that"'they have formed and bar-
gamed With other Indians to murdel' all of the whites north of the Wis-
consin river as soon as the snow leaves, so that the whites eannot track 
them. They are decidedly hostile, and have entered the dwellings 0f 
several of our eitizens who live i$olated from the settlements, and taken 
away whatever they wanted, and threatening death in case ofresistanee; 
and that they ordered and compelled some of our citizens to leave their 
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homes; and ·tbat great consternation prevails throughout our entire ·settle-
ment; and we are not in a situation to protect ourselves; and mapy of our 
.settlers are preparing to leave the country; and we are of the opinion that, 
if we do not get assistance, and there should be a general outbreak, it 
will set our county ·back at least five years; besides, the lives of many 
valuable citizens are in 'danger. We would therefore beg leave to petition 
your Excellency to raise a sufficient force of the militia to keep them 
·under subjeeti•J n-; and wolild suggest that at least three hurtdred men be 
raised., and one hundred be stationed at Round Prairie, one hundred at 
Prairie La Cross, and one hundred at Black River Palls; and we are of 
·Opinion that they ought to be here ·in fifteen days from this time. And we 
further recommend to your favorable consideration the bearer of this 
petition, Mr. George F. Pettit, as a gentlem.~n of undoubted veracity. 
William ·w aU ace Defue L. J. M. Devall 
George H . .,Ensign Andrew 'Briggs 
.T. Higgins George S. McCormack 
J ona,than Pettit Andrew Briggs 
Orin B .. ·wisel Georg~ P. Taylor 
James Foster Abner Co.uklin 
Jerome Gillett ;Ransom Lamb 
A. H. Gillett ·wm. H. Griffin 
Thomas Gillett Josephus Stiles 
'Cyrus Gi!.lett Abraham Stiles 
Leonard Gillett .John Stiles 
Samuel L. Ingrain A. H. Atder 
Benj. Rhoades .J ohn Tanner 
Bela Rhoades Henry C. Swain 
Benjamin Weise Benjamin McCormick 
George G. Gice William Haverland 
William W else .1\.lexander Catsham 
.:Jacob Johnson . Anson G. Tainter 
Lagrant Stirling Ezekiel Tainter .. 
Lewis Stirling 
No. 3t. 
. ·. To his Excellency Nelson Dewey . 
Your pefitioHers, of Crawford county' wovld humbly represent to your 
"Excellency that we are greatly annoyed by all of the Winnebago nation 
·of Itadiaos being im. this county, between the waters of Black river and 
Bad .Axe.; and -it is reported by those who are acquainted with them that 
there .is a por-tion of the Sioux arriving daily am<mg them., and that the 
Winnebagoes say that they have formed a bargain with the Sioux to 
murder all the whites no-rth of the vVisconsin river -as .soon as the snow 
(leaves., so they cannot be tracked. They are decidedly hostile, and en-
tered the d\veHings of several of ou.r eitizens who live isolated from the 
:Settlements, and carried off whatever they wanted, threatening death in 
..case of resistance; and that they ordered and compelled some of our citi-
:z.ens Jo laa v.e .their homes:; and that great consternation prevails through-
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out our entire settlements; and that we are not in a situation to defend 
ourselves; and many of our citizens are preparing to leave the county;. 
and we ·are of the opinion that, if we do not get assistance, and there-
should be a general outbreak-which we have every reason to expect-
it will set our county back at least five years, and ruin many of our citi-
zens; besides, the lives of many valuable members of this community 
are in danger: that we would therefore beg leave to petition your Excel · 
Ieney to raise a sufficient force of the militia to keep them under subjec-
tion; and would reeommend at least three hundred men be raised-one-
hundred to be stationed at Round Prairie, one hundred at Prairie La Gross, 
and the remainder at the falls of Black river; and we are of the opinion 
that they should be here within fifteen days. after the receipt of this peti-
tion. And we would further recommend to your favorable consideration. 
the bearer of this petition, Mr. George P. Pettit, as a gentleman of un.-
doubted integrity. In duty bound, your petitioners will ever pray ~ 
Wm. C. ,McMichael Charles Waters 
Baker Graham Charles B ~ Cox 
Benjamin Graham Luther W. Arms 
Edmund Strong George Smith 
Walter Hert A. W. Gilott 
Peter Lamals Wm. D. S.panceos. 
Leverett H. Alvord: Martin Nienhart 
David Countryman. Richard St.irg 
Joseph ·w aile ' H. Murphy 
Henry Waters N. W. Murphy 
J. H. Ludduth Martin Waddle- .. 
Rufus S. Goff Daniel Cox. 
EdwardS. Cox 
No. 32~ 
To h-is E:JJcellency Gove'fnor Dewey. 
The undersigned, citizens of the town of Bad Axe, ask ofyooT honortha 
you OJder troops out to remove the Indians from our settlement. They 
are daily threatening the l-ives of the citizens, and have driven some from 
their homes. Mr. Pettit, one of the· best men that. we have,. has been driven 
from his horne. The question rrtay be asked,. '-'if he· has not sold whiskey 
to them?'' but can be answered,. "No. ,., Ml!. Pettit,. in every way,. i-s a fine· 
man. He fought under Taylor at BMena Vista, and is anythi-ng but a cow-
ard. But the Indians drove hi-m with tomahawks, and were seven in· 
number, and he alone. And this is :not the first case. And forthe safety of 
our lives and property there should something done,. and that right soon ;; 
for the Indians are making all the preparations they can for the worst .. 
George Dacey John Alten 
A. W. Gillett Nelson Rhoades 
Thomas Harriss r Jackson Plick 
Edmund Strong · r- Marion Plick 
J. C. Taylor John Plick 
Quinten Armstrong Solomon Plick... 
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No. 33. 
·rro his Exeellency .. 'Velson D.ewey. \' 
Your petitioners would hum-bly represent that a gr~at_er portion of the na-
tion of Winbebago Indians are now between the waters of Black river and 
Bad Axe, and are acting decidedly hostile-ent~ring houses and taking 
therefrom anything that they take a fancy to, threatening de'ath in case of 
-resistance. _They further · statP-., that it is their tintention of murdering all 
the whites north of the Wisconsin in the spring, as soon as the snow leaves, 
so that the whites cannot track them. It is stated that certain disaffected 
dans of the Sioux nation a~e joining. th~m. Dandy Jack, their bravest 
~hief, is daity haranguing ~is w;:1rriors with war speeches; he tells them to 
fight like' braves_, 'or live like dogs. Your. Excellency will see at a glance 
that such a state of affairs is calyuiatttd greatly to injure _§I. new and flol.il.rish-
ing settlement. ·we would therefore suggest to your Excellency that 
. imrn~di·ate steps be taken. tQ extend to us that .protection the laws of our 
COUntry guaranty . . _ 'rhere should be, in our Dpinion, at least three 
hundred soldiers stationed. in this county-one hundred on Round Prairie, 
()nn hundred at, the mouth of Ea Cross, and one hundred on Black river. 
Believin:g that immediat-e acti.on may save the lives of some, at least, of-our 
Citizens, you will give your eadiest possible :attention. And, as in duty 
bound,. we will ever. pray'. . 
Isaac Spencer ' Mo~e Decker 
Thomas. Gillett Leonard Gillett 
J erorne Gillett Cyrus Gillett ·-
A. W. Gillett ; Rufus Gillett 
William Gillett Samuel Nelson 
James M. B.ailey . James Clari\ 
WiHiam Glark George . G. Guist 
Ja~es A. Ceesse .. -. 1 Benjamin ·weHs -
\ ' Lars Ohristofarson Wrn .. Crurnes 
Isaac S. _Crumes Simon ~undull. 
No. 34. 
SPRINGVILLE, CRAWFORD couNTY, WrscoNSIN, 
' , _ 
1 
, February 18, 1850. 
' PEAR Sm: 1 cannot,' in justiee to my . family and ,neighho;s, forbear 
addressing a few lines to you, who appear to be the only source from 
which we ,can expect aid. It .is in consequence of the danger to which 
we view, oursel yes ami children exposed that I write these lines; ar~d I 
_would not hestitate to say__._at least it is my opinion-that ever;y mother 
within the circle ·of this vicinity . wou1d most earnestly join me )ri solicit-
ing your assistance, to provide means for our safety~! mean to protect 
us ftom the Indians. We are apprized of the fact that we are nearly sur-
rounded by the savagr-s. We understand they are in almost every part 
of our settlement: It appeCI,rs that they are viewing the country, to find 
the residence of every inhabitant. ·we are informed by the French (who 
. - / .. 
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are connected with their tribe) of thejr intention. They say, if we do 
not leave the country before spring, we shall leave then. They have said 
they would be revenged on us for their misfortunes. They do not appear 
friendly, as before they were removed, a year ago . They show their ma-
lignity by keeping at a distance; and, if people call to them, they return 
no answer, but make off with an air of contempt, vvhen before they 
would come nigh, and be friendly. Now, the question is: Is it our priv-
ilege, or theirs, to inhabit this place, (or country?) If it is theirs, we 
want orders to leave immediately. If ours, we want them to leave, so 
that we can enjoy it, without having our mind c11nstantly perplexed with 
the idea o'f being either robbed or murdereq. This, sir, is a subject which 
excites the feelings of almost every individual, although but few are will-
ing to acknowledge that we are in danger of our lives, while their conduct 
proves the reverse. Many have quit work-such as rail-making-and 
keep close about their houses. Women are afraid to have their husbands 
go from home. Indeed, some of the frontier settlers are leaving their 
houses, and coming into the settlement. . I have cbnversed with many of 
good understanding, and .find every person has his feaJs with regavd to 
our safety. The savages, if they should rise, would soon fi.Q.ish their 
work of death in our httle settlement, u'nless something is done to prevent 
them. In fact, this subject demands your attention; something must be 
done immediately. We are anxiously expectin_g"' and impatiently waiting 
to know what course to pursue. Plea;se inform us, by dil'ecting- to Clem-
ent Spaulding, postmas~~r, of Springville,· Crawford county, Wisconsin. 
Accept this from yo,ur humble suppliant, 
H. Y. SPAULDING. 
Hon. NELSoN DEWEY. 
_May we hear from you by the first mail ? 
No. 35. 
MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY, 
St. Paul, May 2, 1850. 
SIR: I have the honor to enclose a communication, written by General 
Fletcher, ·winnebago agent, intended to have been sent directly to you ,. 
as I advised him to do; but, returning on the" ._\ominee,') he broug};lt i t. 
with him, that I might transmit it. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ALEX. RAMSEY~ 
Hon.O.BnowN, _ 
Commissioner Indian Affairs; Washington, D. C. 
No. 36. 
STEAMBOAT'' NoMINEE," 
Ap1il24, 1850. 
SIR: Repeated and grevious complaints fi·om citizens of V{isconsrn :J 
respecting hostilities and depredations threatened and committed by the 
Winnebago- Indians) and the application of Governor Dewey for there-. 
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moval of said Indians, induced Governor Ramsey to direct me to repair to the 
seene of their alleged hostilities.and depredations and ascertain the facts, 
and also to endeavor to induce ~he Indians to return to their own country. 
Accordingly, I left the agency at Long Prairie on the 24th ultimo, on that 
service. After a tedious journey of 200 miles by land, and 140 miles in 
a skiff, I reached Prairie-a-la-Cros e; in the neighborhood of which place 
t1e troubles with the Indians were reported to have arisen. I found some 
200 Indians scatterred along the lVIississippi, within a range of some 80 
miles. After the most diligent inquiry ,_I could not learn that there was 
any foundation for the reports respecting the hostile intentions of the In-
dians. Two families left the neighborhood of the Indians last winter on 
account of the fear of them. I could not learn that the Indians had in-
jured these families in any way. I found the Indians were invited and 
_encouraged by many of the citizens on the Mississippi to come and hunt 
and trade there. I find that a majority of the citizens trade with the In-
dians, and many furnish them whiskey: in fact, the facility with which 
the Indians obtain whiskey in Wisconsin is one of the principal induce-
ments which keep there. Most of the Indians on the Mississippi have 
agreed to return to their own country as soon as they can collect their 
families. 
From Prairie-a-]a~ Crosse, I \vent to the Lemenway river, where I found 
a large number of \Vinnebagoes .. Dandy and Elk are the principal chiefs 
there. Yellow Thunder is also in the neighborhood. Dandy refuses to 
leave the country. 'rhe traders there encourage him and his people to re-
main; and it will be necessary to silence these traders, or re::-;ort to force to 
remove the Indians. Whiskey is furnished the Indians in that neigh-
borhood by their traders. 
The citizens do not comp1ain of any seriou;; misconduct on the part of 
the Indians. All property lost is, of course, charged to them; but, on ex-
amination, I found that, with one exception, no proof could be found. 
Some of the citiz:ens wish to have the Indians leave the settlement. 
There is no doubt that the presence of the Indians greatly retards the 
settlemeut of the northern portion of ·wisconsin. 
· On my return to Prairie-a-la-Crosse last evening, I was informed that 
Mr. H. M. Rice has been appointed · agent to remove the Winnebagoes 
from Wisconsin and Iowa. Elk and his party will be in to Prairie-a-la 
Crosse in a few days; and I presume that by the time Mr. Rice arrives, 
the Indians will be ready to remove. I have mad~ arrangements for the 
removal and subsistence of the Indians, and, as soon as the grass wilJ 
subsist their horses, they will remove. 
I httve concluded to return to the agency, as it is important that I should 
be thPre to superintend farming operations for the Indians. · 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
J. E. FLETCHER, 
Hon. 0. BRowN, 
Indian Agent. 
Ovmm issioner, 9;c. 
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No. 37. 
MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY, 
St. Paul's, May 2, 1850. -' 
SrR: The mail received this mQrning per steamer "Nominee" brought 
me your communications of the 15th and 19th ultimo, respectively, rela-
ting to the cot'ltract made with H. M. Rice, esq., for the remov,al of the 
Winnebagoes. The boat carrying the return mail will leave again to-day, 
and I am therefore necessarily precluded, for want of time, from giving my 
opinion ~s fully upon the subject, and making suggestions relative thereto, 
as I should have desired. 
I regret very much that time did not admit of your consulting with me 
before entering into this contract, as I am satisfied the subject was not 
properly understood in Washington. 
'rhe agent, as you will perceive from his communication, also sent by 
this mail_, was progressing in the duty I charged him with of removing 
these Indians. He informs me that several hundred were ready to leave 
in the early boats, and that the balance of those who were temporarily 
absent would have returned so soori as they received information that the 
money had gone up. · 
It is needless to inform any one at all familiar with Indian character, 
and the manner . in which influence over Indians is exercised through 
their half-breed relatives and numerous hangers-on, that it is vain to ex-
pect that the agents of the government c.an control these people, after 
knowledge of the fact of a contract of this 'character has reached them; to 
wit: that $70 per head could be obtained for the shipment homeward of 
each Indian. 
What are familiarly known on this frontier as "Dandy's band" (con-
sisting of a few hundred Indians, under the leadership of a chief of that 
name) have never ·been in the country north of the Watab. In addition 
to these, there are a few hundred others in Wisconsin and Iowa, and a 
like number o.n the Missouri, who never yet have been in Minnesota. 
There are several hundred, who, for the want of dragoons here to inter-
c.ept them, are in the habit of going to their old hunting grounds in Wis-
c.onsin from mere love of roving, and because of the great ease with which 
they there obtain whiskey. They usually go down after eRch payment, 
and return before the ensuing one. 
If the contract is intended to apply only to those first named, to wit: 
"Dandy's band," and those who as yet have never been up, it may cover 
five or six hundred Indians.; if intended to apply to the residue likewise, 
it will cover twelve hundred. · 
Now, on this head_, I respectfully ask explicit instructions. Indians 
anywhere in Minne,sota, -w:hether above or bel.ow St. Paul's, are easily 
controlled; and I judged, learning that those above St. Paul's were to be 
excluded from the roll, that the inference followed that all-both classes 
I have referred to-were to be placed upon the rolls, and paid for at $70 
per head. But as the amount to be paid is so much larger than the actual 
expense of removal, and as there is an apparent c~ntradiction in the terms 
of the contract and the instructions coP.taine'd in your letters of the 15th 
and 19th ultimo, I have directed Mr. Rice to bring up all the Indians he 
finds, keeping a strict account of the expense involved in the transmission 
of such Indians as have been here before) especially such as have hereto-
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fore attended payments; premising that, as to such, government would 
reimbur~e his actual expenses, with such additional compensation as he 
and the agents of government might determine upon, if you say that, 
under the contract, such as have attended payments heretofore are not to 
be paid for at the rate of $70 per head. 
This was the bP-st that could be done under the circumstances, for it 
would be impossible, or at least extremely difficult, now to bring on those 
collected by the agent differently from those under charge of the contrac-
tor; and moreover, your instructions aforesaid, and telegraphic despatch, 
require me to send the agent below at once. 
I will, as I feel the interests of government absolutely require it-espe-
cially as the agent is to leave at once for St. Louis-appoint a gei1tleman 
of character, familiar, with Indian faces, names, &c., to assist General 
Fletcher in checking the roll. His other duties are sufficiently arduous 
to require this aid, and the immense importance of the thing to govern-
ment will, I feel, justify it. I shall employ such person, subject" tv your 
approval of the person and contract, and think that $4 per diem will have 
to be p3.id to insure the services of a proper person. 
I received your telegraphic despatch, dated April 16, 1850, in these 
words: "Efficient measures have been adopted for rem_oval of Winneba-
goes. Agent need not go among them, but to St. Louis for annuities, 
and instructions will be sent at once." 
At that time the agent had been absent among them sixteen days, and, 
as you will see by his communication, had effected considerable in the 
work of removal. 
It is of course of no consequence as respects the contract with Mr. Rice; 
but I simply n1ention, as it is information your bureau should be in pos-
session of, and may be of U$e hereafter, that a gentleman who possesses 
probably as much influence over the Winnebagoes as any other man in 
the country (I allude to Hon. David Olmstead) says that he would gladly 
have talren the contract at $30 per head, with the expectation of making 
a large profit at that price; and f1~om my knowledge of the country, I arn 
satisfied it could be done for less. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ALEX. RAMSEY. 
Hon. 0. BRowN, 
Commissioner qf Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
No. 38. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian .Affairs, May 14, 1850. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 
2d instant. I regret equally with yourself that the necessity for prompt 
and immediate action on the subject of the removal of the Winnebagoes, 
who were causing much alarm among our citizens, did not adinit of my 
consulting you: but, as explained in my letter of the 19th of April, the 
exigenf'.y of the ,case seemed to admit of no delay; and as the requisite 
number of troops to effect their removal coulEi not easily be obtained, and 
the policy of employing the military is more than doubtful, in my estima-
tion, especially as it could be done only at an enorl'nous expense, I saw 
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no alternative to making the arrangement I did, having, as I believe, and 
still believe, ample assurance that it would be successful, and involve far 
less expense than the employment of the requisite number of troops to 
effect the object, to say nothivg of the greater humanity of the measure. 
You say t@at there is an apparent contradiction between the contract-
and instructions as to the Indians below St. Paul to be embraced in the 
,contract, and ask for explicit instruction~ in relation thereto. On a care-
ful consideration of the contract and the instructions, I am unable to per-
ceive any such contradiction as you intimate: on the contrary, it seems to 
me that. there is entire harmony and consistency between the two. The 
contract itself is very explicit as · to the clas~ or classes of the Indians to 
be emb:t:aced' in it and paid for, viz: "That the Indians stipulated to be 
remove~ and paid for shall include only those who never removed to their 
said country on the upper Mississippi river, and such as have abandoned 
it with no view of returning thereto:" that is, in respect to the latter, 
those who, after removal, permanently abandoned the country, and were 
substantially in the same situation, with reference to non .residence and 
indisposition to go there, as those who had never gone,; hence the stipu-
lation that ground was to be planted, and huts prepared for them, to in-
duce thern not only to go, but to remain. The department was aware 
that numbers of those out of the country had left it only temporarily, and 
were in the habit of wandering from it in search of game, or for other tem-
porary objects 1 and go'ng back again. All such, wherever they may be, are 
excluded from the arrangement with Mr. Rice, both by the contract and 
the instructions. It was supposed and believed_:_and, no doubt, correct-
ly-that all the ·winuebagoes above St. Paul were only temporarily ab-
sent, and not, therefore, within the terms of the contract; and one object 
of the second set of rolls, to be delivered to you~ was, to detect whether 
any of them got upon the rolls to be certified by Agent Fletcher, and, 
if so, to exclude their being paid. for; while you were specifically request-
ed, in the instructions of the 19th of April, to exclude all of the same 
class of Indians taken up from below St. Paul from the rolls delivered to 
you. It seems to me, therefore, that there is no contradiction between 
the contract and instructions, and no ambiguity or uncert:tinty as to the 
Indians to be embraced in the arrangement with Mr. Rice; and so, I 
think, you will discover on a further examination. ~ 
With respect to 'what you say about the price stipulated to be paid to 
Mr. Rice, I am aware that, for any Indians that may be on or near the 
lVlississippi, and for mere removal, the price would, of course, seem to be 
very extravagant; but many of the Indians to be removed by him are far 
in the interir.r of Winconsin, others in the interior of Iowa, and all more 
or l'ess scattered. It will require much trouble and expense to get them 
as far as the Mississippi, or, indeed, to get them to move at all; and 
when, in addition to this, there is taken into consideration all that Mr. 
Rice is required to do for thern, in carrying out the benevolent and hu-
mane policy of the government towards them, I do not think that the 
price can be regarded as unreasonable. From all the information l have 
been able to obtain, he will experience great difficulty, and be obliged to 
incur very heavy expense, in carrying out his contract. 
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
. ORLANDO BROWN. 
His Excellency ALEXANDER RAMSEY, 
Governor, '}"c., St. Paul, Minnesota. 
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No. 39. 
PRAIRIE LA CRoss, WiscoNSIN, May 3, 1850:· 
Srn: On my arrival at Prairie du Chien, on the 25th ultimo, I :found 
that my telegraphic despatches had been duly Teceived, and that runners 
·were out in every direction. At this place and immediate vicinity I 
found a large number of Winnebagoes. Their agent, General Fletcher, 
had been amor1g them some time, and was unable to take them up; 
he took up only three, and abandoned the others before receiving 
orders so to do. The Indiaqs positively refused to go with him, and he 
took away his interpreter, and did not make any provision for their sub-
sistence or removal. Ftom this place I went to Wabashaw Prairie, on the 
Iowa side, and found some there; they were very much exasperated be-
cause their agent had threatened them with troops. The Dandy, after 
seeing the agent, left, and went further into the interior. It will be ten 
or fifteen days before I shall be able to see him. Had the agent kept 
away, I should have seen him ere this, or would be able to do so in a 
day or two. From this place I went to St. Paul, and from that point 
sent men, teams, seed, &c., to plant their fields; seven Winnebagoes ac-
companied me. Governor Ramsey had doubts in regard to the contract. 
He is of the opinion that some that are here are only temporarily absent, 
and has doubts about their being included in the contract, although he 
thinks that they have only visited their agency for the purpose of getting 
· their annuities. He promised to submit the point to the department, and 
I told him that I would proceed with the removal, and abide the decision. 
I do not think that any intended to return with their property, or for any 
other purpose than getting their money; but if a part did intend to return 
and remain in their own country, they could not without assistance. 
They are two hundred miles below St. Paul, and are in a most miserable 
condition. Their money and goods have all bee:m squandered for whis-
key, .and they are now destitute of almost everything, and their agent 
left them nothing. Were they able to get up without aid, how am 1 to 
select those that have no intention of returning from those that wish to 
return ? And could I make the selection, I could not, in any way, cause 
more dissatisfaction than by doing it. It would be very hard to say to 
one Indian, "You must get up the best way you can, because you are 
willing to do as the department wishes;" and at the same time say to his 
companion, "You have acted badly in not complying with your treaty 
stipnlationsJ and I am· authorized by the department to clothe, feed, and 
transport you and your family, free of expense to your$elf, to your own 
country." If I acted upon that principle, I could not re'move one-half. 
'fhey must all be located alike, and they must all feel that the govern-
ment wishes to treat them kindly; else their removal will be ouly tem-
porary. 
I am of the opinion that all that are below St. Paul are clearly included 
within the contract, and shall act accordingly. I have made every ar-
rangement for their comfort, and have so arranged as to be able to take 
them up without any inconvenience to themselves. I have left provisions 
at all suitable points; also, tents, shoes, &c. I have engaged twenty 
teams, at St. Paul, to be ready on our arrival, so that they may reach 
their agency in time for their annuities. From all I can now learn, I have 
no hesitancy in saying that I shall succeed in removing them; and that -
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their removal will be permanent, provided they are furnished with a 
proper agent. 
I meet with opposition, as I anticipated; and our delegate, H. H. Sib-
ley, has represented that I have practised fraud upon the department-
that the number of Indians will amount to one thousand. So far as the 
fraud is concerned, I am not alarmed; and in regard to the number of 
Indians, I hope the department will wait until they are removed-their 
number wilJ then be known. I must here remark, that, if our delegate 
estimates the Indians as he did the population of the Territory he repre-
sents, allowances are to be made for him. 'fhat the Territ0ry might be 
early organiz~d, it was represented as containing twenty-five thousand 
whites; but nine months after, when the census was taken, there were 
not quite five thousand. I hold myself responsible to the department for 
any written or verbal statement that I have made, and trust that if any 
doubts now exist, they will soon be removed. I am in hopes to go up 
with a party of them next week, and will then be able to give the depart-
ment po.sitive information in regard to their numbers, and also of the ulti-
mate success of the undertaking. I have been on the move continually 
since I left Washington, and find It, in the situation I am in, quite di:ffi.-
cu { t to make as clear a report as I should like; bnt trust the <\epartment 
will make all due allowances for the position I am in. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
HENRY M:. RICE, 
Hon. 0. BRowN, 
Of Minnesota, Removal Contractor. 
Com'f'!l'issioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
APPENDIX. 
No.1. 
· WASHINGTON CITY, D. C., June 18, 1850. 
SIR: While engaged in fulfilling a contract made between you, on be-
half of the United States, and myself, for the removal of the Winnebago 
Indians from the States of ·wisconsin and Iowa, I was informed that an 
attempt was being made to impugn the motives of your department in 
giving me that contract, and at the same time to fasten the charge of fraud 
and gross deceptidn on my part in obtaining the same. 'rhose charges 
coming from a source that should b-e respectable, I deemed it necessary to 
repair to this city, hoping ,that I -should be granted the privilege of reply-
ing to them-confident that I should be able to prove that they were false, 
and were made in a spirit of malice and revenge. 
Being unaware of the specific.ations of those charges which have been 
made a subjeqt of investigation, I, of course, cannot at pr-esent reply to 
them in detail; but, conscious of no wrong, I feel strong in the conviction 
that, whatever may be their ... nature, an exposition of the facts will fully 
vindic.ate myself and others implicated from any and every dishonorable 
charge, either in intention or action, in letting the contract, or in its exe-
cution: and for these facts allow me to refer you to the statements of 
Messrs. Haney, Bishop, and others, which I to-day ask leave to lay _be-
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fore you. And, in addition to these, permit me to call your attention to 
some facts in regard to former removals of these Indians, which facts are 
to be found on file in the War Department, and which came under my 
own observation. 
In the year 1840, about 1,200 of these Indians were to be removed, under 
treaty stipulations, a distance of 120 miles, viz: from Fort Winnebago to 
the west bank of the Mississippi river. The summer was spent by General 
Atkinson, who had charge of their emigration, with six companies of the 
sixth regiment of infantry, in attempting it. He called to his aid General 
Brooke, with most of the fiftb infantry; and General"Worth was ordered, with 
the eighth regiment of infantry, from Sackett's Harbor, to repair to Wiscon-
sin, and with his ten companies to aid in the removal of the Winnebagoes. 
This large force of over two regiments succeeded in forcing a large majority 
of them across the Mississippi, and to remain during the presence of the 
troops; while about 300 of them never did leave the swamps of Wiscon-
sin, but have remained there during a period of over ten years, in viola-
tion of their treaty stipulations, and to the great and constant annoyance 
of the inhabitants of that section, whose petitions fm relief for the last few 
years show, conclu~ively, the fear in which they held this troublesome band 
of Indians. From the year 1840 to 1848, from three to six companies of 
dragoons and infantry were kept in Wisconsin and Iowa to protect the 
citizens and remove this renegade party to their own country; and the 
files of the War Department will show that hundreds of thousands of 
dollars were thus expended, but without ac.:comp1ishing the object. 
In 1846; the authorities of the tribe negotiated a treaty with the govern-
ment, stipulating to remove to a country five hundred miles north of their 
old home. The summer of 1848 was spent, and over one hundred thou-
sand dollars, in removing about 1,300 Indians; and you will permit me 
to say, without fear of contradiction by any of my present accusers, or 
any one else, that, but for my personal efforts and the efforts of those con-
nected with me, tkis much would not have been accomplished. In 1849, a 
large number of young men went north for the purpose of drawing their 
annuities, but left their relatives behind, with the intention of returning to 
them as soon as the annuity payment was over; which intention they 
fully carried out: thus leaving in Iowa and Wisconsin about 400-to 
which number shemld be adued a party that have expatriated themselves 
and gone to live with tribes west of the Missouri river, numbering about 200. 
The contract binds me to remove all of those who never did remove, aud 
all who had abandoned their country with no intention of returning, 
which includes the 600 above mentioned; although at the time of taking 
the contract I had overlooked those west of the Missouri, Any one ac~ 
quaiuted with the country and the distance will know that seventy dollars 
per head for removing, feeding, and clothing this party-admitting that 
they should be willing to go-will not cover the actual expense of the 
undertaking, to say nothing of the risk and trouble. I agreed to plant 
and cultivate for them not less than one hundred aeres of land. The 
seed and men I had to procure from a distance of nearly five hundred 
miles from their ag~ncy. I had no time to lose; and at a great expense I 
procured seed and men, and had two hundred and twenty jive acres of land 
planted jn time, and left good men to take care of the fields until the In-
dians should remove, at which time they are to be turned over to them. 
I also agreed to furnish them with suitable transportation, with good and 
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wholesome provisions, with blankets, tents, cooking utensils. shoes, and 
everything necessary to their comfort. I have removed 323, and respect-
fully refer you to the accompanying papers to show whether I have fully 
complied with my part of the contract or not. · 
I have -had, and have no,v, a very competent interpreter in the country, 
employed, (including all of their own half-breeds, and all others that can 
exert any influence amorrg them,) at a large expense, engaged in hunting 
them up and assembling them at different points on the Mi:ssissippi river 
for embarcation. And here you will indulge me in one word relative to 
the difficulties I have had to encounter, beyond those indicated by the un-
successful efforts and fruitless expenditures of the government, heretofore 
alluded to. And these obstacles were such as I had not &nticipared ,' and 
are from a source that should stand above reproach. The proofs are here-
with submitted. The persons who h~ve thus violated the laws of the 
land, by attempting tp prevent the exeq.1tion of treaty stipulations, by 
throwing obstacles in the way of my removing these Indians, are largely 
connected with the trade in the Indian country, and under their licenses 
claim protection from the same laws they have so grossly violated. Pro-
visions, ammunition, &c., have been sent down to them after they were 
assembled for embarcation, and· gratuitously given them, to induce them 
to scatter, and enable them to subsist, and thus defeat me in my efforts. 
Whiskey bas been ,dealt out to them prJfusely, and everything done that 
malice and personaLhostility could suggest, and unprincipled agents exe-
cute, to render this attempt to remove these disaffected ·winnebagoes 
another failure. 
During the summer I shall remove the balance of the tribe-at least 
use every effort in my power; and ~houl<l I fail, it will be at my own cost-
the government runs no risk. Their agent spent over three weeks last 
spring, and removed only :five Indians; and three of those left him and re-
turned into Wisconsin before I commenced operations. Before I reached 
Wisconsin, their agent had abandoned the undertakiNg; and l woultl re-
spectfully refer you to the letteT of one of his interpreters to show the 
condition in which he left the Indians, and the hopelessness of his making 
further attempts. · 
In conclusion, permit me to add that, in view of the history of this dis-
affected people and the cost of efforts made heretofore to induce them to 
leave their old homes, and Which is in possession of the vVar Office, I 
believe that the committee will sustain the Hon. Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs in what he has dqne ·in this, exonerate !tim tram any charge of 
improper action, and conclude that he has adopted the mcst judicious 
and least expensive mode of removing these troublesome Indians to their 
new home in the north. . 
I left my busine::;s in the VfTest, and hastened here, while this subject 
was before the committee, to vindicate my character against the malicious 
attacks which have been made here, confident that I should show to my 
friends that, of whatever nature those charges may be, I have been 
worthy of the generous support they have given me during my absence. . 
With much respect, I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, 
HENRY M. RICE, 
Removal Contractor. 
Hon. CoMMISSIONER oF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
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No.2. 
S'TATE oF WiscoNSIN, county of Crawford, ss: 
John M. Levy, of Prairie La Cross, in said county, being duly sworn, 
deposes and says as follows, to wit: I am an Indian trader, and have 
trad'ed ·among the Winnebago Indians for several years, and speak 
their language. On or about the 13th day of May, in the year 1850, Mr. 
Jos~ph Mosher} of St. Paul, and who is book-keeper and chief clerk of 
the fur company, composed of P. Chouteau, jr., of New York and St. 
Louis, and the Hon. Henry H. Sibley and Charles W. Borup, of Min· 
nesota, doing business at St. Paul under the name of the Minnesota 
Outfit, came to my house at Prairie La Cross, at which place Henry 
M. Rice was assembling the Winnebago Indians for the purpose of 
removiug them to their own country, and said he was a friend of 
the Hon. Henry H. Sibley, and asked permission to remain in my 
house., which was gr.anted. After being with me a short time, he began 
to question me in regard to the probable success of Mr. Henry M. Rice 
in removing the Indian-s, and told me that, if money could prevent his 
removing them, he mast be prevented; and he requested me to use all 
the means in my power to th walft their removal, and said that if I would, 
the company would reward me handsomely, as money was no object to 
them in the rnatter. He remained with me that night and the next day, 
and then left for St. Paul. 
About the 17th day of May, 1850, I received by the steamer "Nom-
inee," on her downward trip, 5 barrels of flour, 2 kegs of powder, 10 
bags of shot, and 1 package of cloth, being the same artides mentioned 
~n the lf-1tter of Charles W. Borup, dated May 16, and a bill of lading,. 
w hie h were carried down by the boat and mailed to me at Prairie du 
Chien; which artic~es Mr. Mosher had pre,viousiy requested me, on be-
half of •the fur company, to distribute among the Indians, to in-
duce them to scatter through the country, so as to prevent Mr. Rice from 
removing them. The next week Mr. Mosher paid me another visit, and 
urged me to spaTe neithe·r pains nor expense in preventing Mr. Rice from 
carrying out his contract with the government for tb..e removal of the 
Indians, and said that Rice must be stopped at aU hazards. He also told 
me that Dr. Borup desired me to go up to St. Paul, to have a talk with me. 
Accordingly, on the 22dof .May, I went to St. Paul:, on the steamer 
"Nominee," and the next day had a conversation with the said Doctor 
Charles vV. Borup, who then told me, among other things, that the 
amount Mr. Rice was to receive for removing the Indians was to be paid 
-out of their annuities; and if l could make the Indians understand that, 
and. they would refuse to go with or be removed by Mr. Rice, they would 
find a plenty of friends at St. PauL He asked me duriug the conversa-
tion if I knew Mr. Chouteau, Mr. Sarpy, and Mr. Sere, members of the 
company. . 
The Indians were supplied with whiskey at every point along the river,. 
in the vicinity of Prairie La Cross, after they had been collected by Mr. 
Rice, and, while in their drunken carousals, squandered the tents, cloth-
ing, &c., furnished by him, and afterwards scattered into the back country. 
All the Indians collected or removed by Mr. Rice were well fed, 
clothed, and provided for, by him. 
JOHN 'M. LEVY. 
4 
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Acknowledged. sworn, and subscribed to before me, this seventh day 
of June, A. D. 1850. 
. D. G. FENTON, 
[L. s.] Judge County Court, Crawford courtly, lYisconsin. 
No.3. 
TERRITORY oF MINNESOTA, county of Ramsey, s8: 
Putnam P. Bishop, of said county, and of the age of twenty-six years, 
being duly sworn, deposes and says: That he was employed by Henry 
M. Rice, on the 4th day of May, 1S50, to talie charge of a gang of men 
and teams, with instructions to plant two hundred acres of land with corn, 
potatoes, and pumpkins, near the Winnebago agency in said Territory; and, 
according to the estimate of Mr. Griswold, agency farmer, and said de-
ponent, he, the said deponent, caused to be pla,nted, agreeably to sa,id 
instructions, in a good and husband-like manner, two hundred acres of 
land near the agency as aforesaid; and theTe are now at that place a sufficient 
number of men employed to take chm·ge of and protect the fields so planted 
until the same shall be put in the possession of the Indians. And said 
deponent further says, that said two hundred acres of land so planted 
with corn, potatoes, and pumpkin seeds, as aforesaid, wa:s all the land the 
Indian agent had prepared for planting; except such as he had reserved for 
other purposes. 
P. P. BISHOP. 
R.AM.SEY COUNTY, 89: · 
t, Ellis G. Whitall, a notary public in and for said county, do certify 
that:: on this 5th day of June, in the year 1850, the above-named P. P • 
.Bishop personally came before me and made oath that the foregoing affi-
davit is true, and subscribed his name thereto; and I further certify that 
I am well acquainted with the said Putnam P. Bishop, that he is a man 
of respectability, and that his reputation for truth and veracity is unques-
tionable. 
~ In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand and affix my seal of 
[r... s.J office, the day and year aforesaid, at St. Paul. 
. ELLIS G. WHITALL, 
Notary P;ubl-ic . 
.... . 
In addition to the foregoing two hundred acres, I have at my own 
expense ploughed, fenced, and planted, just above the mouth of the Watab 
river, and within the 'Winnebago country, twenty-five acres ofland, which 
has been turned over to Indians that I have removed. 
HENRY M. RICE, 
Removal Contractor. 
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No.4. 
TERRITORY oF MINNESOTA, county of Ramsey, ss: 
John Haney, jr., of said county, being duty sworn, deposes and says 
as follows, to wit: I am twenty-seven years of age; am doing a forwarding 
and commission business at St. Paul, and know Henry M. Rice, who has 
recently brought up from the country below about three hundred and 
twenty-three -Winnebago Indians; and for the transportation of all of said 
Indians to their own country I furnished an ample number of good horse 
teams, with careful teamsters, and in charge of safe, prudent, and suitable 
conductors. ,Each party were furnished with a full supply of good and 
wholesome provisions, consisting of pork, flour, hard bread, sugar, and 
tea; and also with tents, blankets, shoes, leggins, and every other article 
necessary to their comfort. I have resided eleven years with the ·winne-
bago Indians, and am well acquainted with them and their language; 
and I saw personally to their wants. They made no complaints, but, on 
the contrary, expressed themselves well satisfied with their conveyances, 
provisions, &c. I assisted in t~e removal of the ~ribe in 1848, by their 
agent; and those removed by Mr. Rice were better provided with trans-
portation and subsistence than those removed in 1848. A large number 
of those brought up by Mr. Rice have never before been removed; and of 
those 'Yho had been removed before, the largest portion had been absent 
from their own country about one year, and the remainder had been 
absent not less than six months. None of the Indians composing the 
aforesaid number of three hundred and twenty-three were brought up twice 
by Mr. Rice. I am not in any way connected with him in business, and 
have no interest whatever in the removal of said Indians; and the trans-
portation and subsistence, and clothing ami equipage, so far as the same 
were supplied by me, were procured at the cost and on behalf of Mr. Rice, 
he being accountable to me only for my time and trouble. 
JOHN HANEY, Jr. 
TERIUTORY oF MINNESOTA, Ramsey county, ss:· 
I certify that the above-named John Haney, jr., this day appeared before 
me, and swore and subscribed to the foregoing affidavit; and I also certify 
that I am wen acquainted with the said John Haney, jr., and that his 
reputation for truth and veracity is unquestionable, and his standing and 
respectability are good. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand and seal of office, this 
[L. s.] 5th day of June, in the year 1850, at St. Paul. 
' ELLIS G. WHIT ALL, Notary Public. 
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ST. PAUL, May 16, 1850. 
Received of Minnesota Outfit the undermentioned artic.les: in good 
order, which I promise to deliver in like good order, and without delay,. 
toM. Levy, at Prairie La Cross; at the rate of two dollars per cwt.,.paid 
by shippers. 
Mark. Articles •. Weight. 
' 
Levy 10 bags shot 250.lbs. 
100 lbs. 
5 bbls. flour. 
2 kegs powder 
1 package cloth. 
. 
For steamer'~ Nominee." 
J. H. MAITLAND, Clerk. 
No.5. 
r 
OFFICE MINNESOTA OuTFIT, 
Saint Paul, May 16, 1850. 
DEAR SrR: As agreed upon with Mr. Mosher, we send you 5 barrels 
flour, 2 kegs powder, 1 package cloth, a few papers vermilion. You will 
receive, by the first boat from Galena, 225 lbs. lead. Have not got a 
pound of pork, but will send it you from Galena. 
Do the best you can with it. You may rest assured we will duly 
appreciate all you do. 
If you need anything else, please inform us. 
Yours respectfully, 
CH. W. BORUP. 
J. M. LEvY, Esq., Prairie La Cross. 
Notice. 
Charles W. Borup has been appointed by me to adjust the affairs of the 
Winnebago and Chippewa Outfit. 
OcToBER 18. 
H. H. SIBLEY. 
. ·-. 
No.6. 
FoRT· HowARD, WtscoNS1N1 
March 23, 1850. 
SIR; I have the honor to tra~smit you, herewith, a copy of Captain 
Maloney's report, together with a copy of a report made by Mr. Bruce, 
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sub-1ndian agent, to Orlando Brown, Commission,er of Indian Affairs, 
'vhich Mr. Bruce has kindly furnished me. 
!<,rom all the information I can gather-and I believe I am pretty cor-
Tectly informed-the Winnebagoes who have returned to ·wisconsin 
.number some (in aH) 1,200-from 350 to 400 of them being warriors. 
Their intention is not hostility to the whites; they seem to be drawn 
there-partly, at all events-by an instinctive love for their old country-
their familiar hunting-grounds-with a hop.e, perhaps, that they will be 
permitted to stay there. '"rhey say they cannot live in their new country; 
that there is no good. hunting there; and that the country is very cold, 
and not adapted to cultivation. The truth is, they are afraid of their 
Indian neighbors, with whom they are on no very friendly terms. 
As yet, these Indians have committed no depredations iR the cou.ntry, 
.at least none of any account. B11t I fear this will not last long. They 
gradually wi1t get b~d and overbearing, and, when they find they have 
-created a timidity among the whites, as they naturally will, they will 
doubtless gradually commence aggressions. Some of the boldest spirits 
oQf the Winnebago nation are among them-former chiefs of great influence 
and daring-Dandy, Yellow Thunder, Caramonee, Split-nose, The 
Duck, &c. V ellow Thunder has bought forty acres of land on Dell 
·creek, resides there, and is cultivating it. Could these chiefs be got 
<together, and talked with, or singly advised, perhaps some good might 
Tesult from it; at all events, it is worth trying. Their own Indian agent 
:should go among them, or some one they are familiar with! who has 
>influence over them. He should carry with him influential Indians of 
their own tribe --men well disposed to the government of the United 
States-satisfied with their new country, and wiJiillg to stay there. Such 
an influence might have a salutary bearing. I therefore most respectfully 
recommend it to be done at once, and before any compulsory means are 
taken. It may save great expense, much trouble, and very likely blood-
:Shed. 
There are a good many white settlers about in the country the Indians 
have returned to, and it seems they and the Indians are very much mixed 
up, principal·ly on Yellow river, the Lemen way., Dell creek, and the Barra-
boo, aH running into the Wiscousin from the west. Adams (county seat 
()f Sauk coanty) has a population of some 1,000, and there are many 
()ther thriving villages and settlements about in the country. 
The Indians are in bands of thirty and forty, and scattered over a large 
tract of coMntry., from high up on the Black river, running west into the 
Mississippi, across to the Wisconsin river. 'rhere wiH be great difficulty, 
I. fear, to hunt them. all up and get them aw:1y-and here another ques-
tion arises-: How a-re they to be kept away after they are carried back to 
~their own country., being so near their old and favorite haunts? But this, 
now., is not my business. It will be very much like hunting up the 
:Seminoles in Florida; they, too, may fall further back, north and east, into 
,a vastly -extended region of country. They cannot easi]y be compelled 
.to go away., without mounted men to hunt them up; it would take foot-
men yea~·s to do it, unless very numerous~ if the Indians would choose it, 
t hey being well supplied with good ponies and horses. 
My plan would be, in the event of being compelled to resort to force: 
firs t, establish three or four points for permanent depots, from which 
!troops can readily .be supplied, and where the Indians can be carried 
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when £rst taken-say, main depot at Fort Winnebago,. two cnmpanieg 
of infantry; one company of infantry at Fort Bass, on the ·wisconsin river, 
about sixty-five miles above Fort Winnebago, and a few miles below 
Grand Rapids; another infantry company on Black or La Cmss river as 
high up as navigation, (if navigable at all,) or as high as, on better in-
formation, may be deemed proper; and a fifth company somewhere 
between the last post and Point Bass. A sixth company of infantry, per-
haps, would not be amiss, stationed at Fort Crawford, Prairie du Chien ; 
it at least would give quiet and safety, perhaps, to numerous settlers back 
of the fort ·and up on the right bank of the Wisconsin river. I would 
recommend it. I am presuming that this numbe1· of infantry companies 
-are about all that can well be made available; otherwise,.. I would recom-
mend that two companies be stationed at each of these points, and after-
wards, if necessary, establish more posts. This would completely hem 
in these Indians in a given section of co an try. 'rhey then should be 
hunted up by dragoons, assisted by scouting parties from the· infantry· 
two companies of dragoons would be sufficient. I hold it, that without 
mounted troops these Indians cannot well be collected;. they could hold 
in the country for years, were they so disposed. , 
From Fort Winnebago to Point Bass is sixty-five miles-a good wagon-
road all ·the way; provisions can be teamed from the fort, by loads of 
2,500 to 3,000 lbs., without difficulty,. and wagons and teams can be hired 
in the country. Flour can be delivered, in any quantity, at Fort Winne-
bago-got in the country for $4 50; and pork and other stores,. and 
forage-if sufficient cannot be got in the country-by way of the Mis-
sissippi and Wisconsin. From Point Bass to nearest point west, on 
Black river, is about fifty miles. I have no knowledge of the· Black and 
Cross river countries,. nor am I able to get any. Perhaps, when I hear 
from Mr. Fenton,. of Prairie du Chie1i , he may say something about it ~ 
Should the Indian agent of the ·vv innebagoes come down ,. with his dele--
gation, he could find out very readily. ~etter still, perhaps, that an 
officer of the army, from Fort Snelling, be ordexed to accompany the 
agent; he could go on with him among the Indians; it doubttess would 
have a happy influence. These Indians are very shy; are aU. the time on 
the alert, expecting troops sent after them, or something to turn up. 
I trust the general will excuse this my presumption, (if it iS at all yre-
suming,) as I deem it highly neeessary that I should give him my own 
full, clear views on the whole subject. · 
As to clifficulties with the Menomonies,.. I don''t apprehend any; they: 
will doubtless send off theii advance exploring party this spring, and will 
all move when required. 'l'pey now begin to see they must do so or 
starve;. traders won't give them any m0re credit. The true policy t0wards. 
these Indians is not to pay them one cent more this side the Mississippi . 
But the Winnebagoes should be got off first; they are dangerous neigh-
bms; there is no knowing to what extent they may influence the Menomo-
nies. It is quite certain that a good many of the latter do not want to 
migrate; they only will go because they can't heLp it,.. and ean't do better; 
hence the dange1 of ·winnebago influence-perhaps to joint action, great 
and vexatious obstinacy, and even opeh resistance. 
I will here respectfully remark that, should troops be ordered to occup'1 
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Fort Winnebago this summer, I understand it is pretty well filled up with 
citizens, residing there by authority of the quartermaster's department. 
They all should have early warning to go ont iii due time. 
I am, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
FRANCIS LEE, 
Brevet Major E. BAcKus, 
Brevet Colonel U. S. Army. 
Acting Asst. Adjt. General, 
True copy: 
Detroit, Michigan. 
WM. MALONEY, 
Bt. Capt. 4th hifantry, commanding post. 
No.7. J. 
ST. PAuL, MINNESOTA TERRITORY, 
April 24, 1850. 
DEAR Sm: Having understood from Mr. Brisbois, of Prairie du Chien, 
that you were expected there soon, and also that you were to attempt the 
removal of the Winnebagoes, I thought it would interest you to learn the 
result of an attempt made by J. E. Fletcher, Indian agent, to induce 
those Winnebagoes to return to their homes who left b.st fall; also to per-
suade those to move up who had never been to their uew country. Gen-
eral F., agent, left St. Paul the 1st day of April: J accompanied him as 
interpreter. 'rhe first Winnebagoes we saw were opposite the mouth of 
Black river, Wisconsin. ,.rhey were a part of "Short ·wing's" party. Mr. 
F. informed them of his object in visiting them; to which they replied 
that the chief ("Short Wing") was not at home, and they should leave 
it to him to answer their father. 
We then proceeded to Prairie La Cross, Wisconsin, opposite the mouth 
of Root river. We there learned that" Shmt ·wing" was at the head of 
a large party scattered along the Mississippi, from the mouth of Root 
river up about twenty-five miles; that" Kay-ray-maw-nee-kaw" was 
camped near Black River lake, Wisconsin; that the" Elk'' was upon the 
Wisconsin river, but was expected in with his band to the Mississippi 
soon. After we had remained at Prairie La Cross a few days, "Short 
Wing" came, with his head-men and braves, representing a large ma-
jority of the Winnebagoes who left their country last fa~l. During the 
council " Short Wing'' was very abusive-among other things telling 
Mr. F. that, when his red children asked him for bread, he fed them 
with lime, or told them to go and eat hay, and finally closed his speech 
by saying that they would not go up again. "Kay-ray-maw-nee-kay" 
came, and said he had no Indians with him, and could only speak for 
himself and family; that he intended to go up again, but would not go up 
then; that he should wait to see Mr. Rice or Mr. Lowry. Mr. F. wished 
me to go down the river forty or :fifty miles, to see if there were any down 
there. ·when I returned, I found a letter from him, stating that he had 
gone over to the Wisconsin river, to see the Indians there; Mr. White 
.accompanied him. ·when they returned, Mr. White said that the 
"Dandy" was very abusive indeed, telling Mr. F. that he would not 
go. We got upou the :first boat that came along) and arrived here to-
day. 
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We have been gone twenty-four days, and have returned with five In-
dians-all that were willing to come. I think that you will not find them 
very favorably disposed in respect to removal, as they were very much 
incensed against Mr. F., and I presume will be ready to transfer a part of 
it to any one who shall attempt to remove them. One cause of resent-
ment (as they considered it) was that he would give them no provisions. 
Mr. F. has left no orders with any person below, I believe,except Mr. White, 
who is to move up with his family next week. He left word with him to 
bring up those who were willing to ceme with him, and left five barrels 
of flour to feed those who choose to come. This is all . the provisions 
he has left with him, or with any one, to feed them. Mr. White may 
possibly bring up some few of his relatives, but I think it doubtful. I 
think you can safely set d9wn the exact number rernoved by Mr. F. at 
five. 
· I remain, sir, very respectfully, yours, &c., 
E. A. M. HATCH. . 
H. M. RicE, 
Prairie du Chien. 
No.8. 
WAsHINGTON, D. C. , June 17, 1850~ 
SIR: To your note of this date, requesting a s,tatement from me in re-
lation to the contract you have entered into with the government for the 
removal of certain Winnebagoes from Wisconsin and Iowa, I cheerfully 
respond, and, in doing so, I shall briefly give you a narration of facts 
touching the queries you have propounded. 
The ·winnebagoes to be removed were about 600 in numher, in the 
States of Iowa and Wisconsin. Those on the east side, comprising a 
majority of the whole number to be removed, have never resided in their 
own country since the emigration of the tribe to the west bank of the 
Mississippi, and have never vi~ited their home in the north. 
The causes which have operated upon these people to prevent them 
from carrying out their treaty engagements are to be found in their strong 
attachment to their old haunts in Wisconsin, the efforts of unprincipled, 
avaricious whites to retain them, but mainly in their inordinate love of 
whiskey, which they cannot so readily obtain in the Indian country. 
In regard. to the cost of the contemplated removal, I can but say that, if 
the object is effected, it will have been a cheaper removal than the gov-
ernment has been able to effect heretofore. The means which you have 
used have thus far resulted favorably; and I would add that, from my 
knowledge of these people and their country, I am satisfied that troops 
could do but little, and that at a very heavy expense. By the plan 
adopted, you are enabled to employ all the persons in the country that 
can speak their language, and to command all the influenee that can be 
exerted to induce them to come in and remove north. You are enabled 
to render them comfortable on the route, and to make preparation for their 
subsistence and comfort upon their arrival at their new home. With 
these means, 1 doubt not you will succeed, and that they will be con-
tented at their new position when they are all removed; whereas if y(_)u 
attempt to force them, they will retire into the swamps and prairies of 
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northern Wisconsin, where they can laugh at you and your troops for 
years. 
My opinions on this subject are not the result of information which I 
have derived from rumors or reports, but from a tolerably intimate per-
sonal acquaintance with these people and the country they occupy, inas-
much as I have lived constantly with them for the last 17 years; and the 
1rnowledge I have of their feelings, locality, &c., has produced the con-
viction on my mind that the Interior Department of the government has 
taken the cheapest method of ridding those two frontier States of these 
disaffected Indians, and, by continuing the plan you have thus far pur-
sued, the result of your efforts will prove that it has adopted the most 
etfect'ttal method. 
Very respectfully, yours, &c., 
S. B. LOWRY. 
H. M. RrcE, Esq , 
Removal Contractor. 
No.9. 
WASHINGToN, June 15, 1850. 
SrR: Letters I have received from Minnesota induce me to believe that 
an attempt will be made to pr~>judice you against Doctor Charles W. 
Borup, of St. Paul, by representations that he had made use of improper 
means to prevent the removal of the Winnebagoes under the contract 
with Mr. H. M. Rice. I trust no e.1: parte statements of any kind will be 
assumed as correct until an opportunity is afforded Doctor Borup to rebut 
them. · 
Doctor Borup is connected with me in business, as you are probably 
aware; and, to prevent even a suspicion that we were disposed to thwart 
the views of the government, I both telegraphed and wrote to him, as 
well as to others of my friends, to throw no obstacle in the way of the re-
moval of the Indians. I did this because I recognised the full propriety 
of non-interference with the plan in the country, after it had received the 
sanction of the proper officers of the government here. I have no cause 
to douht that Doctor Borup entirely coincides with my views on this sub-
ject; and, in justice to him, I trust that if any charges are made against 
him he will be allowed to meet them. Should he fail to do so after proper 
notice, I have but to say that I shall be prompt to condemn and repudiate 
his course. My other partners, Messrs. P. Chouteau, j~., & Co., since 
my connexion with them in business, have ever concurred with me in a 
. desire to adva11ce the views of the government, so far as it was proper to 
do so. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. ORLANDO BRowN, 
C01nmissioner of Indian Affairs. 
H. H. SIBLEY. 
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No. 10. 
HousE OF REPRESENTATIVEs, . 
Washington, June 19, 1850. 
GENTLEMEN: I charged deception and fraud as to the number of Win-
nebagoes to be removed. In his letter of the 18th instant, addressed to 
the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Mr. Rice acknowledges 
that he had overlooked two hundred on the Missouri, thus making up the 
number of six hundred, instead of between two and four hundred, as 
mentioned in his proposition. Let, us see how this accords with the in-
formation furnished by Governor Ramsey and others, in their communi-
cations, now before you. "If the contract," the governor says, "is in-
tended to apply to those first named, to wit, 'Dandy's band,' and those 
who as yet have never been up, it may cover five or six hundred Indians; 
if iutended to apply to the residue likewise, jt will cover twelve hundred." 
Mr. Rice, in his letter of May 3, (doc. 39,) claims that" all that are below 
St. Paul are clearly included within the contract, and I shall act accord-
ingly.'' 
In doc. 15, Bruce, Indian agent, writes that the number in Wisconsin 
alone is between one thousand and twelve hundred souls. His statement 
is corroborated by Captain Maloney, in doc. 16, who estimates the num-
ber of men in each of the seven small bands in Wisconsin at from thirty 
to forty, which, allowing each man a family of five, the usual rati.o, would 
make between one thousand and :fifty and fourteen hundred souls. 
Brevet Colonel Lee "' writes to A. A. Adjutant General Backus, at De-
troit, from Fort Howard, 23d March last: "From all the information I can 
gather-and I believe I am pretty correctly informed-the Winnebagoes 
who have returned to Wisconsin number some (in all) twelve hundred, 
from three hundred ahd fifty to four hundred being warriors." 
Hon. David Olmstead writes me, under date of May 2, from St. Paul, 
thus: "You are doubtless acquainted with all the circumstances connected 
with Rice's infamous contract for the removal of the vVinnebagoes, though 
your friends here have nothing from you in that regard. There are now 
some eighteen hundred Winnebagoes below and on the Missouri. If every-
thing is allowed to go on smoothly, Rice will clear one hundred thousand 
dollars by the transaction.'' 
'rhese are the words of a gentleman who has resided among the Win-
nebagoes for years, and who is as familiar with their numbers and loca-
tion as any man living. His respectability is fully vouched for by the 
two members from Iowa, as per annexed statement. 
In my "official protest" against the contract, I asserted my belief, 
drawn from my own knowledge of affairs in that region~ that there w'ere a 
thousand or twelve hundred souls absent from their own country, and it 
is ptoved by the foregoing quotations that I considerably underestimated 
the number. In the face of the facts here presented from the most au-
thentic and reliable sources, is it not plain that the statement of Mr. Rice 
as to the number of Winnebages to be removed was wholly incorrect and 
deceptive? And yet upon this basis, and the information thus derived from 
him, was the contract entered into with him. · 
We next come to the price stipulated to be paid for the transportation 
of the Indians, which is $70 per head, and which inclndes the necessary 
food and clothing for the Indians, and the ploughing and planting of 225 
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acres of land, as he reports-albeit he was only obliged to put in a crop of 
100 acres. It is well known that the natives require but a small supply 
of clothing during the summer months, so that this item may be looked 
upon as a very inconsiderable one, as also that for tents, inasmuch as 
nearly every family is already furnished with them, or with lodges of bark, 
or other transportable material. But allowing a liberal sum for all these 
contingencies, including transportation, subsistence, and ploughing, what 
justification can be offered for the payment to any man of about twenty 
cen tfs per mile for the removal of man, woman, and child of these Winne-
bagoes? 
Governor Ramsey states, in his communication of May 2, now before 
you, "that a gentleman who possesses probably as much influence over 
the ·winnebagoes as any other man in the country (I allude to Hon. Da-
vid Olmstead) says that he would gladly have taken the contract at $30 
per head, with the expectation of making a large profit at that price; and, 
from my knowledge of the country, I am satisfied it could be done for 
less.'' . 
Senator Cooper informs me that his brother, Hon. David Cooper, judge 
of the supreme court in Minnesota, had written him on the subject of this 
contract, asserting that it would have been taken by a reliable and respon-
sible individual for $10, or even less, a head. 
Colonel S. Stambaugh, who is well acquainted with the location of the 
northwestern tribes generally, replies to certain inquiries propounded by 
me, in part, tbus: "I do not hesitate to say that upon the price per h~ad 
for removal being communicated, I at onee expressed the opinion that the 
department must surely have been imposed upon in regard to the nature 
and value of the service, as it was a fact which could easily be established 
here, that if the roving bands of Winnehagoes could be removed at all in 
the manner indicated to the country provided for them on the west of the 
Mississippi by the tTeaty of 1846, the removal could be effected for less 
than oue-tltird of the sum allowed under the present contract. I entertain 
the same opinion now, after having read the contract, and believe that 
men entirely competent to perform the duty would gladly undertake it 
at $20 per head. In declaring this belief, I mean to insinuate nothing 
disparaging to the capacity of Mr. Rice, or in regard to his influence with 
the Winnebagoes. I predicate my opinion upon my knowledge of the 
country where the removal is to take place, of the character of the Indians 
to be removed, and of the position they occupy with the government of 
the United States.'' 
The document of which the foregoing is an extract is filed with this 
communication. . 
I need add nothing to the quotations I have brought before you to bear 
me out in the charge I have made of the utter extravagance of the price 
stipulated to be paid under the contract with Mr. Rice. But if more were 
needed, it would not be difficult to procure the certificate of every disin-
terested man in the Northwest at all acquainted with the subject to sub-
stantiate my position. 
I come now to another fact of material import to the full understanding 
of the subject. I refer to the injunction of secrecy contained in Mr. Rice's 
proposition to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The reason alleged 
is; that if puhlicity were given to the proposal, ill -disposed persons might 
induce the Indians to scatter and secrete themselves in the swamps and 
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forests, where they could not be found. Was this the real object? We 
shall see. No sooner had the contract been signed than Mr. Rice,,accord-
ing to his own statement before you, himself gave it publicity by tele-
graphing his friends to send out runners to collect the Indians, and the 
whole matter was made pu hlic before he reached Minnesota. 'rhe veil is 
entirely too flimsy to exclude the light. Mr: Rice well knew that if the 
terms of the contract had been made known to any of the representatives 
in Congress from the West before the instrument was fully executed, they 
wotHd have been met with a decided protest on their part against any 
such arrangement. Hence the vital necessity to him of secrecy until the 
measure was consummated beyond withdrawal. And thus a course of 
' policy was adopted involving an unnecessary expenditure of many thou-
sands of dollars, and it might be of the peace of the frontier, without con-
sulting a single representative in the House, or a single officer of the 
Indian Department in Minnesota. [t may well be doubted whether, as a 
legal question, any officer of this government has a right to enter into an 
arrangement to anticipate an appropriation by Congress during its session 
for objects like this, and without the existence of any great and pressing 
emergency to justify such a procedure. 
I proceed now to the question of the manner in which this contract has 
thus far been carried out. Governor Ramsey states in his communication 
to the Commissioner that the Indian agent, General Fletcher, had col-
lected several hundred Winnebagoes on or near the Mississippi, prepara-
tory to their removal, and that they had consented so to remove. Mr. 
Rice arrived before their embarcation was actually effected, and claimed 
to remove them under his contract at $ 70 each, and did so. Up to the 4th 
instant, Mr. Rice had succeeded in removing three hundred and twenty-
three individuals, only thirty-five of whom had not before been removed. 
All the rest, that is two hundred and eighty-eight, had previously been 
paid on their own lands in Minnesota, and were perfectly willing, as Gov-
ernor Ramsey and General Fletcher state, to go back again, for the same 
purpose, with little or no additional expense to the government. But Mr. 
Rice forgets all about the saving clause in the contract, which provides that 
· none who are but temporarily absent shall be paid for, and now claims the 
snng sum of$22,610, for removing three hundred and twenty-three Winne-
bagoes. But this is not all. The great influence of Mr. Rice over this tribe-
that boasted influence which procured him this contract-has suddenly 
failed, and it is .found that the large numbers remaining behind will not lis-
ten to him. Whereupon he enters into an arrangement with Hon. David 
Olmstead, whereby the latter is to have the sole charge of the removal after 
the 20th instant, upon certain conditions. That is to say ,.Mr. Rice, being 
unable to carry out the contract, farms it out to an individual who can. 
That is the precise state of the case, as I can show by documentary evidence 
in my possession. With regard to the assertions of Mr. Rice, that he has 
been interfered with and annoyed in the removal by third persons, I have 
nothing to say, except that, if he means to insinuate that I have had any 
direct or indirect agency in such unwarranted proceedings, he docs me 
gross injustice. All my efforts have been directed to prevent any attempt 
on the part of my friends to thwart the views of the government, as ex-
pressed through the authorized channel of the Indian Department. I 
have sought a remedy for what I conceived a gross wrong perpe-
trated on the department and the government, where such a remedy could 
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properly be obtained; nor have I any reasons, other than those he himself 
has advanced, to believe that any person in anywise connected with me, in 
business or otherwise, has been guilty of interference with him in the re-
moval. If the charge is true, the offender is justly amenable to the laws, 
and should be punished. I, for one, will neither uphold nor shield him, 
in any such case. 
I have thus, gentlemen, endeavored to show the committee: 
First. That the contract was based upon misrepresentation, as to the 
number of Indians to be removed. 
Second. That the price stipulated to be paid for such removal was ex-
orbitant, and wholly disproportioned to the services to be performed. 
Third. That the concealment or secrecy practised towards the repre-
sentatives of the States and Territory interested was improper in a high 
degree. 
Fourth. That Mr. Rice's influence among the Winnebagoes, the belief 
in which on the part of the Commissioner obtained him the contract, was 
entirely overrated. 
In conclusion, I would remark that I have drawn up this statement be-
cause, whatever may be the decision of the committee in the case before 
it, it is my wish to be placed right upon the record. And even should the 
committee see fit not to recommend the annulment of the contract, (which I 
do not anticipate, however,) the grounds of objection urged will be con-
sidered of so strong and valid a nature as to absolve me from any impu-
tation of personal or private motive in bringing the matter before the 
House. Such motive I solemnly disclaim, and assert that I should have 
pursued the same course towards the dearest friend I had on earth, if he 
had placed himself in the same predicament with the present contractor. 
I did not take any step in this affair without having first consulted with 
old· and tried friends in and out of Congress; and I willingly abide the judg-
ment of the committee, whatever it may be. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. H. SIBLEY. 
Hon. Messrs. CROWELL and JoHNSoN. 
No. 11. 
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVEs, 
Washington, June 20, 1850. 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to state what I expect to prove, in case 
the honorable Committee on l ndian Affairs shall conclude to press the 
investigation now pending before it. 
I intend to show, by the testimony of Captain Eastman, now on duty 
in this city, and who has been quoted as favoring the contract, that he 
not only did not know its terms until some time after the instrument was 
executed, but that he would have given a decided opinion against it, if 
he had been consulted on the subject. I intend to show, by the testimo-
ny ofHon. James D. Doty, formerly superintendent of the Winnebagoes, 
and well acquainted with their character and location, and of Colonel S. 
Stambaugh, who has, also, a general acquaintance with the tribes of the 
Northwest, that the price stipulated to be paid to Mr. Rice is so extrava· 
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gant as to warrant the inference that the department was imposed upon 
by him. I expect to prove, by the testimony of Governor Doty, also, 
that an offer to remove the Winnebagoes at a much lower rate, during a 
former administration, was rejected. In fine, I expect to be fully able to 
show, by the testimony of Jeading men in Minnesota and other portions 
of the West, who are well qualified to judge, that the number of Indians 
removed and to be removed greatly exceeds the number stated by Mr. 
Rice, and that the price stipulated to be paid him for the removal is 
entirely disproportioned to the services to be rendered, and is a wanton 
expenditure of the treasure of the government. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. H. SIBLEY. 
· Hon. Messrs. CnowELL and JoHNSON. 
No. 12. 
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, July 15, 1850. 
GENTLEMEN: In the evidence submitted to the honorable Committee 
on Indian Affairs in the case now before it, relating to the contract with 
H. M. Rice for the removal of the Winnebagoes, there is an affidavit of a 
certain man (Levy by name) charging some individuals connected with 
me in business with obstructing the removal. The evident intention of 
this and other. accompanying papers is to endeavor to throw a suspicion 
upon me of having endeavored to thwart the views of the government, 
which I indignantly repel as a foul and slanderous imputation; and I beg 
leave to place the rebutting evidence of two of the most respectable citi-
zens of Minnesota before the committee, which I have the honor to 
enclose herewith, to show how utterly groundless is the whole charge 
imbodied in Levy's deposition, which, it appears, was manufactured at 
St. Paul, !lnd sent down two hundred miles for his signature. 
Yours, very respec tf ull y, 
H. H. SIBLEY. 
Hon. Messrs. CRoWELL and JoHNSoN. 
No.13. 
I do hereby state the following facts, relative to my visit to Prairie La 
Cross: 'rhat Doctor Borup requested me to go down, for the purpose of 
colleeting a balance due him, as agent, by Levy. I had also an inten-
tion, if land was selling at low rates, to invest some funds on my own 
account in the neighborhood of Prairie La Cross. I went to the house 
of Mr. Levy-made it my stopping-place whilst at the Prairie. We spoke 
of Mr. Sibley, and he spoke to me ~s being an old friend and acquant-
ance of Mr. Sibley and some of the gentlemen coanected with him in 
business. We spoke freely to one another on the subject of the contract. 
I stated that a protest had been entered .against it by Mr. S. and Governor 
Ramsey; also that Doctor Borup was anxious that the action of gove~n-
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ment in the matter should soon be known. I asked Mr. Levy whether 
the Indians were willing to come up? He stated they were not gener-
ally. I asked him if they could not be prevailed upon to stay until 
government took action upon the protests entered? Mr. Levy said he 
could prevail upon them if he had provisions. I asked him if goods 
could not be sold to them while they remained there? He replied, yes. 
I told him I would, when I returned, speak to Doctor Borup on the sub-
ject. I did sp~ak to Doctor Borup on my return, who said he had no 
objection to sending Levy a small lot of goods-that he felt exceed-
ingly anxious to hear what the result of the protests would be; but dis-
tinctly and plainly told me that he would not interfere in any way with 
the government or its plans. I had told Mr. Levy the same thing my-
self. 
The goods-consisting of five barrels of flour and a few other articles 
for trade-were sent him at my suggestion, but no whiskey or intoxicating 
liquor of any kind. 
So anxious was Doctor Borup about not interfering with government 
that he sent me down again, to explain fully his views, and prevent any 
wrong. And, for the purpose of having this perfectly understood, I 
brought Mr. Levy up to St. Paul, where I understand (not being present 
at the time Levy had an interview with Doctor B.) that Doctor Borup 
declined all action in the matter. 
To make the whole matter plain, I distinctly aver that Mr. Levy, by 
saying or insinuating that Doctor Borup, or any other gentleman con-
nected with him in business, through my agency, wished him to thwart, 
or in any manner interfere with, the plans of the government in carrying 
out the contract with Mr. Rice, states what is an absolute falsehood. 
JOSEPH MOSHER. 
Subscribed and sworn before me, at St. Paul, in the Territory of Min-
nesota, this 4th day of July, A. D. 1850. 
CHAS. R. CONWAY, [L. s.] 
Notary Public, Minnesota Territory. 
No.l4. 
I, Oavie Olmsted, of Long Prairie, in the Territory of Minnesota, being 
duly sworn, depose and say: That I was present on or about the 25th 
day of May, A. D. 1850, and heard part of a conversation between 
Charles W. Borup and John lVI. Levy, concerning the. removal of the 
Winnebago Indians, in which the said Levy said that he could easily 
prevent the Indians in his vicinity from emigrating to theii· lands in Min-
nesota, and offered to do so, provided said Borup would pay him for the 
same. Borup appeared to be anxious that the Indians should not be re-
moved under Rice's contract, but informed Levy, at the same time, that 
he would do nothing which would interfere with the government in the 
matter. Mr. Levy said, further, that he could be well paid by Mr. Rice 
for assisting him in the matter, but that he would prefer keeping the In-
dians in his neighborhood. Dr. Borup replied, that he had received 
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especial instructions from Mr. Sibley not to throw any obstacles in the 
way of the removal of the Winnebagoes, and declined making any offer 
to said Levy for the purp0se of preventing the removal. 
DA V. OLMSTED. 
Subscribed and sworn before me, at St. Paul, in the Territory of Min-
nesota, this 4th day of July, A. D. 1850. 
CHARLES R. CONWAY, [L. s.] 
Notary Public, Minnesota Territory. 
